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Abstract
Important observational results have been recently reported on the angular distribu-
tions of cosmic rays at all energies, calling into question the perception of cosmic rays
a decade ago. These results together with their in-progress interpretations are sum-
marised in this review paper, covering both large-scale and small-scale anisotropies
from TeV energies to the highest ones. While the magnetic field in the Galaxy has long
been considered as an external data imprinting a quasi-random walk to particles and
thus shaping the angular distributions of Galactic cosmic rays through the induced av-
erage density gradient, the information encompassed in the angular distributions in the
TeV–PeV energy range appear today as a promising tool to infer some properties of the
local magnetic field environments. At the highest energies, the extragalactic origin of
the particles has been recently determined observationally. While no discrete source of
ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays has been identified so far, the noose is tightening around
nearby extragalactic objects, and some prospects are discussed.
Keywords: Cosmic rays, Large scale anisotropies, Small scale anisotropies
1. Introduction
The origin of cosmic rays (CRs) remains an enduring question in astrophysics. A
time-honoured paradigm is that sources of the bulk of these particles could be super-
nova remnants in the Galaxy. This is mainly because the intensity of cosmic rays ob-
served on Earth can be produced by making use of ' 10% of the energetics of these
astrophysical objects [1], and because the diffusive shock acceleration has been shown
to be a mechanism able to convert kinetic energy of the expanding supernova blast wave
into accelerated particles [2–4]. However, alternative scenarios with sources related to
transient events connected to the death of short-lived massive stars have also been put
forward, such as in [5] for instance.
The arrival directions of these particles are highly isotropic. This is expected from
the propagation of charged particles in the interstellar medium where the directions of
the particle momenta are randomized over time by the effective scattering in the en-
countered magnetic fields. Despite the scrambling action of these fields, searches for
small anisotropy contrasts at large scales have been scrutinised over many decades as
reviewed for instance in [6–8]. During the past decade, multiple observatories located
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in both hemispheres have reported significant observations of large-scale and small-
scale anisotropies in the TeV–PeV energy band. These results have challenged the long-
standing description of CR propagation in terms of a typical spatial diffusion process
from stationary sources located preferentially in the disk of the Galaxy, leading to a
dipole moment only in the direction of the CR gradient and with an amplitude steadily
increasing with the energy. The current picture is much more complex and elaborate [9].
Galactic CRs are thought to be retained by the Galactic magnetic field as long as the
size of their Larmor orbit diameter is much less than the thickness of the Galactic disk.
Since the strength of the magnetic field is of the order of microgauss, Galactic CRs might
be confined in the Galactic disk up to energies of 100 Z PeV, with Z the charge of the
particles. Once particles are not confined anymore, the time they spent in the disk tends
to the constant free escape time due to the direct escape from the Galaxy. The observed
intensity should then be naturally much stronger towards the disk compared to other di-
rections. Due to their high level of isotropy, CRs with energies in excess of ' 1 EeV have
thus long been thought to be of extragalactic origin. In addition, even in the presence
of efficient magnetic field amplification at the supernova remnant shock, accelerating
intermediate or even heavy nuclei at EeV energies is very challenging [10]. On the other
hand, Hillas pointed out the plausible classes of astrophysical objects in which Fermi
acceleration could perform up to 100 EeV or so through the essential requirement that
the particle Larmor radius must be smaller than the size scale of the acceleration re-
gion [11]. Thanks to the jump in statistics as well as to the improved instrumentation
experienced in the past decade with the Pierre Auger Observatory, CRs with energies in
excess of ' 8 EeV have indeed been recently observed to originate from extragalactic
galaxies [12]. The exact sources remain, however, unknown since the first detection of a
particle with energy in excess of 100 EeV by Linsley at the Volcano Ranch in 1963 [13].
The intervening magnetic fields in extragalactic space and in the Galaxy are un-
certain, although the understanding of the magnetic fields in the Milky Way has de-
veloped over many decades and has allowed for quantitatively-constrained models to
emerge [14]. The uncertainties remain however too large to firmly predict the deflec-
tions that ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) should undergo from each line of
sight outside from the Galaxy. The effect of the turbulent component of the field is par-
ticularly uncertain [15]. The expected order of magnitude for the deflections is thought
to behave as ' 3◦Z (E/100 EeV)−1. With such an order of magnitude, magnetic deflec-
tions could be small enough to allow for mirroring to some extent the distribution of
sources in the sky. Moreover, the horizon of the highest energy particles (& 60 EeV)
is limited as compared to that of particles of lower energies, because the thresholds are
then reached of interactions with background radiations filling the Universe and leading
to large energy losses. This is the “GZK effect” [16], which allows that only the foreground
sources are expected to populate the observed sky maps at these energies. But the small
intensity combined to the potential absence of particles with low electric charge at these
energies still prevents such a “charged-particle astronomy” with current data.
All these topics are addressed in detail in this review under the prism essentially of
the results obtained during the last decade. This review is meant to be an introduction to
the main analysis techniques as well as to the formalisms needed to interpret the results.
In this sense, and to allow an introduction to the latest theoretical advances, many clas-
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sical results are developed from the first principles by reviewing the main steps to derive
them. After introducing the basic quantities of interest to decipher the underlying an-
gular distributions of CRs from ground-based experiment data in § 2, the guiding thread
of this review is to characterize anisotropies from large to small scales, by presenting the
experimental results and their interpretations as a function of energy. Thus, harmonic
analysis methods in right ascension, traditionally focused on the first harmonic, are first
approached in § 3 and their astrophysical consequences discussed in § 4. The 3D recon-
struction of the intensity on the sphere and the characterization of the anisotropies in
terms of power spectrum are the subject of the next two sections, reviewing the analysis
techniques in § 5 and the interpretations in § 6. Finally, § 7 is devoted to the highest
energies, because of the specific techniques, which can in particular involve external
information such as catalogs of extragalactic astrophysical objects.
2. Sky surveys from ground-based observatories
The aim of CR anisotropy studies is to reconstruct the intensity from each direction
of the sky. From the all-directional flux of particles I0, the intensity in each celestial
direction, I (n), is defined as the overall flux per steradian weighted by a directional-
dependent factor characterising the anisotropy:
I (n)= I0
4pi
(1+δI (n)). (1)
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Figure 1: Equatorial coordinate system.
Ground-based observatories have
access, however, to a limited part of the
sky in a highly non-uniform way. This
section is dedicated to introduce the
basic ideas and techniques that allow
for estimating the directional exposure
of any experiment.
2.1. Coordinate systems
Let us first define the notations used
throughout this review for the relevant
coordinate systems and review the rules
of transformation between local and
equatorial coordinates. Equatorial co-
ordinates are the most natural ones
to characterise the directional data of
ground-based observatories. The pro-
jection on the celestial sphere of the
equator of the Earth is used as a refer-
ence plane. This projection is the celes-
tial equator, which divides the sky into two hemispheres, each of which has as its ref-
erence axis the projection of a terrestrial pole perpendicular to the celestial equator.
From this division, the system makes it possible to establish two angular coordinates:
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the right ascension α and the declination δ, which are longitude-like and latitude-like
coordinates. Conventionally, right ascension is measured eastward along the celestial
equator from the vernal equinox to the hour circle1 of the point in question. Declination
is measured perpendicularly from the celestial equator to the observed celestial object,
positive for objects in the northern hemisphere and negative for those in the southern
hemisphere. The corresponding right-handed rectangular basis of unit vectors are de-
noted throughout this review as (u01,u
0
2,u
0
3), so that any unitary vector n can be expressed
as n = cosδcosα u01+ cosδsinα u02+ sinδ u03. A sketch of the considered geometry is
shown in figure 1.
Let us now proceed to the local tracking of a point for an observer located at a ge-
ographic latitude λ and longitude l on Earth. It is then convenient to introduce the
two coordinate systems depicted in figure 2, where the observer is located in the city of
Oulan-Bator (λ ' 47◦, l ' 106◦) for exemplify purpose: let (ux ,uy ,uz) be a right-handed
basis of orthonormal vectors tied to the observer such that any unitary vector n can
be characterised by a zenith angle θ and an azimuthal angle2 ϕ as n = sinθcosϕ ux +
sinθ sinϕ uy + cosθ uz ; and let (u1,u2,u3) be a left-handed basis of orthonormal vec-
tors in a coordinate system also tied to the observer such that u3 = u03, u2 = −ux , and
n= cosδcosh u1+cosδsinh u2+ sinδ u3.
1u
3u
yu
zu
x u⊗
2 u
Figure 2: Local coordinate systems used throughout
this review.
The angle h can be expressed in
terms of α by first mirroring the vector
n(δ,h) at the (u2,u3) plane to account
for the transition from a left-handed
to a right-handed coordinate system,
and then by rotating the mirrored co-
ordinate system around u3 by an an-
gle α0(t ) = ωsidt , corresponding to the
local mean sidereal time. The local
sidereal time corresponds to the right
ascension on the meridian of the ob-
server. It is thus conventionally zero
when the vernal point passes in the
meridian plane of the considered lo-
cation. The angular frequency ωsid is
2pi/Tsid, with Tsid the time it takes for
the Earth to complete one rotation rel-
ative to the vernal equinox. The result
of the mirroring and of the rotation is
n = cosδcos(α0−h) u1 + cosδsin(α0−h) u2 + sinδ u3. The identification of (α0 −h)
with α allows then the definition of h, the hour angle, as the angular distance on the ce-
lestial sphere measured westward along the celestial equator from the meridian to the
hour circle passing through a point.
1The hour circle is the great circle through the object and the celestial poles of the Earth.
2The azimuth ϕ is here defined relative to the geographic East direction, measured counterclockwise.
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The (ux ,uy ,uz) basis is most often considered to track a point in local coordinates.
The conversion from local angles (θ,ϕ) to equatorial ones (δ,α) and local mean side-
real time α0 follows from a similar procedure as above. The expression of the vec-
tors (u1,u2,u3) in the basis (ux ,uy ,uz) is u1 = cosλ uz − sinλ uy , u2 = −ux , and u3 =
cosλ uy + sinλ uz . On inserting these expressions into any vector n = cosδcosh u1+
cosδsinh u2+sinδ u3, it is then possible to express (θ,ϕ) as a function of (δ,h) by iden-
tifying the components of n:
sinθcosϕ = −cosδsinh, (2)
sinθ sinϕ = cosλsinδ− sinλcosδcosh, (3)
cosθ = cosλcosδcosh+ sinλsinδ. (4)
Finally, Galactic coordinates will also be used when presenting some results. Galac-
tic coordinates locate a point in the sky with the aid of a latitude b and a longitude `
defined in such a way that the Galactic plane corresponds to the equator and the origin
of the longitudes corresponds to the Galactic center. The coordinates (`,b) and (α,δ)
are connected by a simple rotation.
2.2. Directional exposure
The directional exposure µ(n) of any observatory is the essential feature to charac-
terise directional data. It provides the effective time-integrated collecting area for a flux
of CRs from each direction of the sky, in units of surface and time. At any time, the ef-
fective collecting area is controlled by the directional aperture A(n˜) of the array and by
the detection efficiency function ²(E , n˜, t ) at energy E , where, for the sake of clarity, n˜
stands for a unit vector expressed in local coordinates while n is expressed in equatorial
ones. Denoting A0 the surface of the ground array and n⊥ the normal vector to the ar-
ray, the directional aperture is A(n˜)= A0n˜ ·n⊥, which is generally well approximated by
A(n˜)= A0 cosθ. In this way, µ(α,δ) generally reads as
µ(α,δ;E)=
∫
∆t
dt A0 cos(θ(α,δ, t ))×²(E , n˜(α,δ, t ), t ), (5)
with θ and ϕ given by the set of equations (2,3,4). To probe large-scale anisotropy con-
trasts at the 10−4 − 10−2 level, the challenge consists in estimating the detection effi-
ciency down to the required accuracy. As discussed below, this is most of the time, un-
fortunately, out of reach and approximation methods have to be used.
An example of interest is that of full efficiency for triggering for zenith angles ranging
from 0 to θmax. In this case, the integration in equation (5) turns out to lead to a simple
analytical expression [17]. For ² = 1 indeed, the integrand depends only on the differ-
ence α0(t )−α so that the integration over time t can be substituted for an integration
over the hour angle h:
µ(α,δ)= A0∆t
ωsidTsid
∫ hm
−hm
dh (cosλcosδcosh+ sinλsinδ), (6)
with ωsidTsid = 2pi, and hm ≡ hm(λ,δ;θmax) = arccos((sinλsinδ−cosθmax)/cosλcosδ)
the maximum hour angle in the field of view at declination δ determined by the latitude
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of the site and the maximum zenith angle under consideration. This leads to
µ(α,δ)= A0∆t
pi
(cosλcosδsinhm+hm sinλsinδ), (7)
an expression widely used in the literature.
In general, however, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to control the detec-
tion efficiency with sufficient precision, and the same is true for the small experimental
instabilities that also lead to temporal variations in the directional aperture function. An
approximation method, known as the direct-integration or time-scrambling procedure,
is then used [18, 19]. To understand this procedure, it is useful to start by inserting an
additional integration in equation (5) over the solid angle in local coordinates3:
µ(n)=
∫
∆t
dt
∫
4pi
dn˜ A(n˜, t )²(n˜, t )δ(n˜, n˜(n,t )). (8)
The argument in the Dirac function guarantees that the direction n˜ in local coordinates
considered throughout the integration corresponds to the equatorial direction n seen
at time t . Assuming that the detection efficiency function can be factorised into two
different functions, ²(n˜, t ) ' ²1(n˜)× ²2(t ), and considering that the same holds for the
directional aperture, A(n˜, t ) ' A1(n˜)× A2(t ), the principle of the procedure consists in
substituting the underlying efficiency and aperture functions by the observed event ar-
rival distribution and rate:
A1(n˜)×²1(n˜) → dN /dn˜, (9)
A2(t )×²2(t ) → dN /dt . (10)
One immediate limitation of these approximations is that the resulting right-ascension-
integrated exposure follows, for each declination, the right-ascension-integrated arrival
directions of the events,
∫
dα µ ∝ ∫ dα dN /dn. This is because the time integration
of the observed arrival directions in local coordinates allows for scanning the range of
right ascensions only, keeping fixed the declination. Since the most general anisotropy
decomposition follows from δI (n)= δI1(α,δ)+δI2(δ), it means that the approximations
allow for a reconstruction of δI1(n) = δI (n)−δI2(δ) only. This is a limitation to keep in
mind.
Based on equation (8), different strategies can then be adopted to compute µ(n).
The principle is exemplified hereafter using the time-scrambling (or “shuffling”) tech-
nique, but other strategies would yield equivalent results. From the actual event rate
dN /dt =∑i δ(t , ti ) and event arrival directions dN /dn˜=∑i δ(n˜, n˜i ), the procedure con-
sists in sampling by Monte-Carlo equation (8) with Nsh different realisations of event
sets obtained through random permutations of event times and arrival directions4:
µ(0)(n)' 1
Nsh
Nsh∑
j=1
N∑
i=1
δ(n(n˜i , tσ j (i )),n), (11)
3For convenience and simplicity, the energy dependence is dropped when not useful.
4This uses the fact that δ(n˜, n˜(n, t )) = δ(n,n(n˜, t )), given that n˜ and n are just related through a (time-
dependent) rotation.
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where the subscriptσ j (i ) stands for the random permutation of each element i . Through
the substitutions in equations (9) and (10), a normalisation factor 1/N has been intro-
duced, and the dimension of µ has been changed from time×surface to inverse stera-
dian, but the notation is kept identical for convenience since both quantities are just
related by a factor A0∆t∆Ω, with ∆Ω the solid angle in which the directional exposure is
non zero. The reason for the superscript (0) will become clear below.
Figure 3: “Raw” intensity observed by ignoring the changes of directional exposure with right ascension
due to variations of detection efficiency with time. The injected dipole of 10% amplitude pointing to
(α,δ)= (130◦,0◦) is overwhelmed by the spurious one.
To see the procedure at work, let us consider a toy model with exaggerated time
variations of the detection efficiency that lead to a spurious pattern in equatorial co-
ordinates whose amplitude overwhelms a genuine anisotropy, and let us see how the
genuine pattern is recovered through the procedure. To produce an anisotropy con-
trast of experimental origin with amplitude a, the detection efficiency is chosen to fol-
low ²(t ) ∝ 1+ 2a cos(2pit/Tday+ϕ1)cos(2pit/Tyr+ϕ2), with Tday (Tyr) the durations of
one solar day (year), and ϕ1 and ϕ2 some random phases. The genuine anisotropy
is, on the other hand, shaped by a dipole vector d with amplitude d and directions
(αd,δd) = (130◦,0◦), that is5 δI1(n) = d ·n. The toy experiment is chosen to be located
somewhere on the Earth equator and to operate with θmax = 90◦. In this way, the whole
sky is covered, which is convenient to avoid the complications related to the reconstruc-
tion of a dipole with partial-sky coverage, complications that will be discussed in detail
in § 5. The “raw” sky map, that is, the intensity observed by ignoring the changes of
directional exposure with right ascension due to the variations of detection efficiency
with time, is shown in figure 3 with a = 0.15 and d = 0.1. To exhibit the dipolar structure,
the relative intensity which is shown (that is, 4piI /I0) is smoothed at a 60◦ angular scale
using a top-hat filter6. The color scale is fixed to the contrast expected from the genuine
5Note that in this case, δI1(n)= δI (n).
6For visualisation purpose, measured intensities are transformed into smoothed density functions.
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dipole amplitude d . Clearly, the genuine dipole is overwhelmed by the spurious one.
Figure 4: Reconstructed intensity once the directional exposure is estimated through equation (17). The
spurious dipole has been removed; but the amplitude of the reconstructed dipole still differs from the
injected one, being largely attenuated.
Applying equation (17) to estimate the directional exposure, the reconstructed in-
tensity is shown in figure 4. The integration over solid angle of the angular distribu-
tion dN /dn˜ results in giving to any equatorial direction in the field of view available at
any given time t an instantaneous exposure in proportion to the event rate in the corre-
sponding direction in local angles. As a result of the integration over time of the variation
of the actual event rate, the distortions of the intensity in equatorial coordinates induced
by experimental variations are automatically accounted for. Hence, the spurious pattern
is not observed any longer in figure 4. In contrast, the modulations in equatorial coordi-
nates induced by the genuine anisotropy are only partially washed out, because for any
given time t , the event time distribution is sensitive to the global intensity of CRs but not
to the underlying structure in equatorial angles. An image of the genuine anisotropy is
thus recovered as seen in the sky map, but with reduced amplitude.
It is possible in this example to get a more intuitive impression of the expected out-
come of the procedure depicted in figure 4 and so to follow more closely the fraction
of anisotropy which gets absorbed through the procedure. For a dipolar intensity, and
given the specific conditions of directional aperture and detection efficiency considered
here, the expected number of events per steradian and per time unit above any energy
threshold E0 reads, in local coordinates, as
d2N (> E0)
dn˜ dt
= A0I0²(t )cosθ (1+d n˜ · n˜d(nd, t )). (12)
Any smoothed density I (n) results from the angular distribution I (n) convolved with a filter func-
tion FΘ(n,n′), I (n) ∝
∫
dn′FΘ(n,n′)I (n′). The widely-used top-hat filter is such that FΘ(n,n′) = 1 if
arccos(n ·n′)≤Θ and 0 otherwise.
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For λ= 0 and δd = 0, the dipole unit vector is rotating with time in local coordinates and
is expressed as n˜d(nd, t ) = cos(α0(t )−αd) uz − sin(α0(t )−αd) ux . The rate of events in
expressions (9) and (10) entering into equation (8) can thus be expressed by integrating
equation (12) over time and local angles, respectively. The distribution dN /dn˜ is more
conveniently obtained by integrating d2N /dn˜dt over local sidereal timeα0 once the fol-
lowing transformation is performed:
d2N
dn˜ dα0
=
∫
dt
d2N
dn˜ dt
δ(α0,α0(t )), (13)
where the Dirac function guarantees that the local sidereal timeα0(t ) considered through-
out the time integration corresponds to the direction α0 seen at time t . On inserting
equation (12) into this expression, the angular distribution reads as
dN
dn˜
= A0I0∆t
ωsidTsid
cosθ
∫
dα0 ²˜(α0)(1+d cosθcos(α0−αd)−d sinθcosϕsin(α0−αd)),
(14)
where ²˜(α0)=
∫
dt ²(t )δ(α0,α0(t )) is the detection efficiency expressed in terms of local
sidereal time. To first order in d and in a, the variations of both the intensity and the
²˜(α0) function do not contribute to the angular distribution since these variations are
harmonic with α0 and thus cancel throughout the integration:
dN
dn˜
' A0I0∆t cosθ. (15)
In local angles, the angular distribution is thus, in this case, identical to the one that
would have been obtained with a stable detector had the intensity been isotropic. Be-
sides, the event rate dN /dt can be obtained following the same reasoning. The result,
still to first order in d and in a, reads as
dN
dt
'piA0I0²(t )
(
1+ 2
3
d cos(α0(t )−αd)
)
, (16)
so that, when inserting equations (15) and (16) into equation (8), two thirds of the vari-
ations of the event rate induced by the dipole are absorbed in the integrand. The re-
maining integration in equation (8), carried out through the shuffling of the events in
equation (17), leads to
µ(0)(α,δ)=µ(α,δ)
(
1+ pi
6
d cos(α−αd)
)
. (17)
There is thus, in this example, a fraction pi/6 of the dipole which is absorbed into the
directional exposure, and consequently a fraction 1−pi/6 of the dipole which is recon-
structed by the procedure. This is in agreement with figure 4. The intensity recovered
through this procedure is hence a first guess of the underlying one, denoted as δI (0)1 .
This first iteration is generally sufficient to pick up small-scale structures out from the
background noise.
To improve the description of the underlying intensity, the substitutions operated in
equations (9) and (10) need to be more accurate. Ideally, the proper estimates of A1(n˜)×
9
Figure 5: Reconstructed intensity after the 15th iteration described in the text. The dipole amplitude is
recovered.
²1(n˜) and A2(t )×²2(t ) should be the event arrival directions and the event time rate that
would be observed for an isotropic sky, say dN0/dn˜ and dN0/dt . It is thus necessary
to account for the impact of the anisotropies on the observed distributions to infer the
best way these latter quantities. This can be done through an iterative procedure, on
inserting the quantity δI (0)1 into the relationship between the observed distributions and
expected ones for isotropy:
dN (1)0 /dn˜ ' (1− c(0)1 (n˜))×dN /dn˜, (18)
dN (1)0 /dt ' (1− c(0)2 (t ))×dN /dt , (19)
with the c1 and c2 functions defined as
c(0)1 (n˜)=
∫
dt δI (0)1 (n˜, t )
d2N
dtdn˜∫
dt d
2N
dtdn˜
, (20)
c(0)2 (t )=
∫
dn˜ δI (0)1 (n˜, t )
d2N
dtdn˜∫
dn˜ d
2N
dtdn˜
. (21)
With these new estimates of dN0/dn˜ and dN0/dt , the estimate of the directional expo-
sure is retuned as
µ(1)(n)' 1
Nsh
Nsh∑
j=1
N∑
i=1
(1− c(0)1 (n˜i )− c(0)2 (tσ j (i )))×δ(n(n˜i , tσ j (i )),n). (22)
The fraction of the genuine dipole which is absorbed in this new estimation is now re-
duced. Repeating the same calculations as above yields in fact to the following estimate
of the directional exposure after the kth iteration:
µ(k)(α,δ)=µ(α,δ)
(
1+
(pi
6
)k
d cos(α−αd)
)
, (23)
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so that it is possible to iterate until convergence is reached, convergence which turns
out to be attained after about ten iterations. An image of the genuine anisotropy is thus
recovered as seen in figure 5, image which is no longer attenuated.
Although exemplified here on a rather simple situation, this procedure (or its nu-
merous variants [20–22]) turns out to be extremely robust against spurious effects. The
sensitivity to capture anisotropies is however reduced compared to a knowledge of the
directional exposure independently of the data and requires Monte-Carlo studies.
3. First harmonic analysis in right ascension
3.1. The Rayleigh formalism
Under stable detection conditions, the directional exposure as defined through equa-
tion (5) is independent of the right ascension when integrating the local-angle-detection
efficiency over full periods of sidereal revolution of the Earth. For that reason, directional
data have most commonly been analysed through harmonic analysis in right ascension
of the event counting rate within the declination band defined by the detector field of
view. The analysis of the harmonics encoded in the right ascension distribution is in-
deed the most natural tool to reveal the large-scale anisotropy of CRs. The technique in
itself is rather simple: the greatest difficulties are in the treatment of the data, that is, of
the counting rates themselves. The description of this technique and of the related san-
ity checks to validate the analyses leading to large-scale anisotropy reports is the object
of this section.
The main difficulty to measure the variations of the counting rate is that the uni-
formity of the detector responses in right ascension is only approximate: in addition
to the challenging high continuity of operation required over long-term observations,
detection systems are mostly located in outdoor ambients, generally at mountain al-
titude, being thus subjected to large atmospheric variations. The CR counting rate is
then affected by these meteorological modulations, since the extensive air shower de-
velopment depend on the air density through variations of the Molière radius and on
pressure which impacts on the absorption of the electromagnetic component. Since the
searched anisotropy amplitudes range down to ' 10−4–10−3, and since these sources of
spurious variations of the CR counting rate can lead to larger modulation amplitudes,
it is essential to account for them. In the following, the variations of the CR counting
rate in right ascension expected from changes of experimental conditions are denoted
by µ(α)=µ0(1+δµ(α)), where µ(α) formally reads as µ(α)=
∫
dδcosδµ(α,δ).
Denoting the declination-integrated directional intensity as I (α)= I0(1+δI (α))/2pi,
the arrival direction distribution dN /dα considered as a function of the right ascension
thus only results from genuine anisotropies δI (α) coupled to the directional exposure
variations,
dN
dα
= I0µ0
2pi
(
1+δµ(α)) (1+δI (α))
= I0µ0
2pi
(
1+δµ(α))(1+∑
n>0
acn cosnα+
∑
n>0
asn sinnα
)
. (24)
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where the anisotropies have been decomposed as an harmonic expansion in such a way
that the Fourier coefficients acn and asn provide a fingerprint of the anisotropy in right
ascension relative to the monopole (isotropic intensity). Considering the arrival direc-
tion distribution corrected for the directional exposure variations, the customary recipe
to extract each harmonic coefficient makes use of the orthogonality of the trigonometric
functions:
a0 = 1
2pi
∫
dα
1+δµ(α)
dN
dα
,
acn = 1
pia0
∫
dα
1+δµ(α)
dN
dα
cosnα,
asn = 1
pia0
∫
dα
1+δµ(α)
dN
dα
sinnα. (25)
In practice, the event counting rate, dN /dα, is a natural estimator of the arrival direction
distribution. Modeling this counting rate as a sum of N Dirac functions over the circle,
dN /dα =∑i δ(α,αi ), the coefficients can be estimated from the discrete sums running
over the N observed events7:
a¯cn = 2
N˜
∑
1≤i≤N
cosnαi
1+δµ(αi )
, (26)
a¯sn = 2
N˜
∑
1≤i≤N
sinnαi
1+δµ(αi )
. (27)
In these expressions, the coefficient a0 has been estimated by a¯0 = N˜ /2pi, with the no-
tation N˜ = ∑i (1+δµ(αi ))−1 standing for the number of events that would have been
observed had the directional exposure been uniform.
The statistical properties of the estimators {a¯cn , a¯sn} can be derived from the Poisso-
nian nature of the sampling of N points over the circle distributed according to the un-
derlying angular distribution, as presented in a short and punchy style by Linsley [23].
From Poisson statistics indeed, the first and second moments of δI (α) averaged over a
large number of realisations of N events read as〈
δI (α)
〉
P
= δI (α),〈
δI (α)δI (α′)
〉
P
= δI (α)δI (α′)+δI (α)δ(α,α′). (28)
The mean and RMS of the estimators are then obtained by propagating these properties
in equations (25), and by considering a¯0 as a constant. This latter approximation is ex-
tremely accurate in most of practical cases. In this way, it is straightforward to see that
the estimators are, on the one hand, unbiased:
〈a¯cn〉P = acn ,
〈a¯sn〉P = asn , (29)
7Throughout this review, over-lined symbols are used to indicate the estimator of any quantity.
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and, on the other hand, obey the following covariance matrix coefficients:
cov(a¯cm , a¯cn) = 1
pi2a20
∫
dα
1+δµ(α)
I0µ0
2pi
δI (α)cosmαcosnα,
cov(a¯sm , a¯sn) = 1
pi2a20
∫
dα
1+δµ(α)
I0µ0
2pi
δI (α)sinmαsinnα. (30)
In the case of small anisotropies (i.e. |acn | ¿ 1 and |asn | ¿ 1), the previous expressions
allow the derivation of the uncertainties of the estimators as :
σcn(a¯cn) =
[
2
piN˜
∫
dα
1+δµ(α) cos
2 nα
]1/2
,
σsn(a¯sn) =
[
2
piN˜
∫
dα
1+δµ(α) sin
2 nα
]1/2
. (31)
In practice, the variations of δµ(α) are so small and so smooth that the integrals are ac-
curately close to pi, so that the uncertainties are σcn = σsn =
√
2/N˜ . From the central
limit theorem, the Gaussian probability density functions (p.d.f.) of the a¯cn and a¯sn co-
efficients, p Acn and p Asn respectively, are then entirely determined with the parameters
(〈a¯cn〉P ,σ2) and (〈a¯sn〉P ,σ2), with σ2 = 2/N˜ .
Rather than in terms of Fourier coefficients a¯cn and a¯sn , harmonic analyses are gen-
erally reported in terms of more intuitive geometrical parameters: the amplitude of the
harmonic modulation, r¯n = (a¯2n+a¯2n)1/2, and the phase corresponding to the right ascen-
sion of the maximum intensity, φ¯n = arctan(a¯sn/a¯cn), defined modulo 2pi/n. It is thus
of interest to infer the expected distributions of these variables under any distribution
of arrival directions. For any realisation of N events, a¯cn and a¯sn are random variables
whose joint p.d.f., p Acn ,Asn , can be factorized in the limit of large number of events in
terms of the product p Acn p Asn . For any n, the joint p.d.f. of the estimated r¯n and φ¯n is
then obtained through the appropriate Jacobian transformation:
pR,Φ(r¯ , φ¯;r,φ)= r¯
2piσ2
exp
(
− 1
2σ2
(
r¯ 2+ r 2−2r¯ r cosψ)), (32)
with ψ = φ¯−φ, and where the index n has been dropped for simplicity. The p.d.f. of
the amplitude (phase), pR (pΦ), is then the result of the marginalisation of pR,Φ over the
phase (amplitude):
pR (r¯ ;r )= r¯
σ2
exp
(
− r¯
2+ r 2
2σ2
)
I0
(
r¯ r
σ2
)
, (33)
pΦ(φ¯;r,φ)=
exp
(
− r 2
2σ2
)
2pi
[
1+
√
pi
2
r
σ
cosψexp
(
r 2 cos2ψ
2σ2
)(
1+ξerf
(
ξ
r cosψp
2σ
))]
(34)
with In(·) the modified Bessel function of first kind with order n, and ξ = 1 if |ψ| ≤ pi/2
and −1 otherwise. Equations (33) and (34) correspond to the expressions derived by
Linsley in the framework of his “second alternative” [23]. For an underlying isotropic
distribution, pΦ is uniform, and pR reduces to the Rayleigh distribution which allows
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a straightforward estimation of the probability (in fact, the p-value) that an observed
amplitude r¯ arises from pure statistical fluctuations as
P (> r¯ )=
∫ ∞
r¯
dr¯ ′pR (r¯ ′;r = 0)= exp
(−r¯ 2/2σ2). (35)
For a non-zero amplitude r , depending on the signal-to-noise ratio parameter r /σ, pR
and pΦ smoothly evolve from the Rayleigh and uniform distributions to bell curves well-
defined about the values of r and φ. For r /σ large enough, the bell curves are indistin-
guishable from Gaussian ones.
Uncertainties on any set of measured r¯ and φ¯ values are generally estimated by prop-
agating to first order the uncertaintiesσ of the Fourier coefficients, leading toσr¯ =σ and
σφ¯ =σ/r¯ . This empirical recipe is known, however, to overestimate in most of cases the
real uncertainty when the relationship between new and old variables is not linear, as
this is here the case between (r,φ) and (ac, as). Alternatively to this propagation rule,
uncertainties can be estimated from the two first moments of pR and pΦ. This leads to
a semi-analytical expression for σr¯ and a numerical integration for σφ¯:
σr¯ =
[
2σ2+ r 2− piσ
2
2
L21/2
(−r 2
2σ2
)]1/2
, (36)
σφ¯ =
[∫ pi
−pi
dψψ2pΦ(φ¯;r,φ)
]1/2
, (37)
with L21/2(·) the square of the Laguerre polynomial L1/2(·). These expressions depend
on the genuine amplitude r , which is searched for. A reasonable assumption can be to
use r = 0 in the background-dominated regime, leading to σr¯ =
√
(4−pi)/N˜ and σφ¯ =
2pi/
p
12, and the measured value r = r¯ in the signal-dominated regime.
The last essential tool of harmonic analysis is that providing the calculation of upper
limits on the amplitude, which is particularly relevant in the noise-dominated regime.
For a given confidence level CL, a first approach, frequentist, consists in searching for
the amplitude r< such that the following relation is satisfied:∫ r¯
0
dr¯ ′pR (r¯ ′;r = r<)= 1−CL. (38)
According to this expression, any value r ≥ r< should have led, with a probability greater
than 1-CL, to a measured value greater than the observed one r¯ . This is exactly what
is intended for when deriving an upper limit, but problems may arise in the case of a
sub-fluctuating measurement r¯ , for there is nothing to prevent this relation from always
being satisfied for r< ≥ r¯ . To circumvent this phenomenon, Linsley proposed, again in
that same article [23], another way, to which he referred as his “last alternative.” This
last alternative relies on the use of the Bayes theorem to infer the posterior p.d.f. p˜R (r ; r¯ )
of the amplitude r given the measured value r¯ . With this approach, the value of the un-
derlying signal is no longer a constant to be surrounded, but becomes a variable. Thus,
the roles of r¯ and r< in equation (38) can be exchanged and the relation allowing the
estimation of the upper limit r< becomes∫ r<
0
dr p˜R (r ; r¯ )=CL. (39)
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Compared to equation (38), this relationship always involves a solution for r< to be at
least of the order of the (frequentist) upper bound for isotropy with the confidence level
CL. In this way, and in contrast to the frequentist case, the derived upper limit can never
take on values smaller than the sensitivity driven by the available number of events.
Making use of the Bayes theorem implies obviously the choice of a prior distribution
for the signal. Using a uniform distribution in the (r,θ) plane as the most general non-
informative prior,8 the posterior joint p.d.f. p˜R,Φ is obtained as
p˜R,Φ(r,φ; r¯ , φ¯) =
r 2pR,Φ(r¯ , φ¯;r,φ)∫
dr dφ r 2pR,Φ(r¯ , φ¯;r,φ)
=
√
2
pi
r 2
piσ
exp
(
− r 2+r¯ 2/2−2r r¯ cosψ
2σ2
)
(r¯ 2+2σ2)I0
(
r¯ 2
4σ2
)
+ r¯ 2I1
(
r¯ 2
4σ2
) , (40)
where the upper bound for the integration in r in the denominator is formally consid-
ered as infinite to allow for an analytical solution, which is an extremely accurate ap-
proximation in the regime of small r¯ and small σ values. This yields, after marginalisa-
tion over φ, to the posterior p.d.f. p˜R to be used in equation (39):
p˜R (r ; r¯ )=
√
2
pi
2r 2
σ
exp
(
− r 2+r¯ 2/2
2σ2
)
I0
(
r r¯
σ2
)
(r¯ 2+2σ2)I0
(
r¯ 2
4σ2
)
+ r¯ 2I1
(
r¯ 2
4σ2
) . (41)
3.2. The solar time scale
As already stressed, an accurate knowledge of the directional exposure function µ(α)
is in general very challenging, since it requires an accurate knowledge of the on-time
of the detection systems as well as an accurate control of the counting rate with atmo-
spheric changes. In past studies, such subtle time variations of experimental origin have
caused some anisotropy claims to be made which have not been confirmed by subse-
quent experiments. One famous example is that of Hess and Steinmaurer who claimed
a. 0.1% amplitude of the first harmonic as a function of sidereal time for' 100 TeV CRs
with 10σ confidence, pointing to ' 20 h [24]. This led Compton and Getting to interpret
this signal as an apparent effect resulting from the rotation of the Galaxy, providing a
“strong presumption” that all CRs have an extragalactic origin [25]. This interpretation
was based on Doppler effect studies of the globular clusters and the extragalactic neb-
ulae, implying a motion of the Earth of about 300 km s−1 due mainly to the rotation of
the Milky Way. As a result of a snow-plow effect, an anisotropy pointing to ' 20.6 h and
with an amplitude similar to the observed one was expected. Subsequent and modern
measurements, however, did not confirm the Hess and Steinmaurer values.
Here, the focus is given to the possible ways that can provide support that the esti-
mation of µ is accurate enough to probe a sidereal anisotropy. The idea is to repeat the
8Note that Linsley used a different prior in his last alternative, considering a pure constant. The choice
made here accounts for the cylindrical geometry.
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analysis for fictitious right ascension angles α˜(ω) calculated with an angular frequency
of the Earth’s rotation ω different from the sidereal one ωsid,
α˜(ω)=ωt +α−α0(t )=ωt −h(t ). (42)
The interest to consider different angular frequencies than the sidereal one relies on the
fact that observations can then be confronted to known expectations. Results at various
angular frequencies can be viewed as different measurements as soon as the separation
∆ω between two considered values of ω is larger than the resolution on an individual ω
with data collected during a period of time ∆t , namely ∆ω of the order of 2pi/∆t .
The study of the solar angular frequency, ωsol = 2pi/24 rad h−1, is of particular in-
terest. This is because changes of atmospheric conditions are known to modulate the
event rate as a function of time due to the sensitivity of the development of an extensive
air shower to the atmospheric pressure and air density, as studied for instance in [26].
These effects have some influence on the measurement of the deposited energy at a
fixed distance from the shower core, and consequently on the measurement of the en-
ergy: for some energy E on top of the atmosphere, the energy reconstructed at ground
level, Egrd, differs according to the atmospheric conditions at the moment when the
event is recorded. Neglecting resolution effects, the modulations of the event rate above
some fixed threshold energy Ethr reads as
dN
dt
(Egrd > Ethr)= A0
∫
dn cosθ
∫
>Ethr
dE ′grd ²(E
′
grd,n, t )I (E
′
grd,n, t ). (43)
For a relationship such that Egrd = (1+η(t ))E to model the dependence of Egrd with pres-
sure and air density, and for I (Egrd)dEgrd = I (E)dE = K E−γdE to leading order (that is,
neglecting here small anisotropies in the CR intensity, so that both dependences in local
angles n and time t are neglected in I ), the modulation factor induced by atmospheric
changes thus behave to first order as 1+(γ−1)η(t ). Since this factor follows the same de-
pendences as do the pressure and air density with time, spurious variations of the event
rate are thus amplified at the solar time scale.
Different strategies can be followed to account for these undesired variations of the
event rate. When estimating the directional exposure with the data themselves as ex-
plained in section 2.2, these variations are then encompassed in this effective directional
exposure. Alternatively, by determining η, the observed energies can be converted to the
ones that would have been measured at some fixed reference values of pressure and den-
sity [26]. Conceptually, this latter approach is closer to the actual sequence, but provides
a stable rate against atmospheric changes only in the energy range of full efficiency for
triggering. The reason is that for a shower initiated by a CR with an energy E , the prob-
ability to trigger the detector array at ground is expected to be smaller (larger) under
atmospheric conditions of pressure and density such that the observed energy Egrd is
smaller (larger). This is primarily due to the signal variations caused by atmospheric
conditions and to the changes in the number of triggered detectors induced by these
signal variations. The remaining variation of the event rate thus reads as
dN
dt
(E > Ethr)= A0
∫
dn cosθ
∫
>Ethr
dE ′ ²(Egrd(E ′, t ),n, t )I (E ′,n, t ), (44)
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which requires additional corrections.
Once a strategy has been identified and followed to correct for the spurious modu-
lations, the recover of the expected pattern in the harmonic coefficients then provides
confidence that the corrections are appropriate. At this angular frequency, the position
of the mean Sun is fixed in the sky, conventionally to α˜¯ =pi so that the mean solar time
ωsolt corresponds to noon when the mean Sun culminates at the observer point, as ex-
pected. Given that, from the definition of the equatorial coordinate system, the right
ascension of the mean Sun is α¯ =ωorbt +pi with ωorb = 2pi/365.25 rad day−1 the orbital
angular frequency of the Earth around the mean Sun, and that the sidereal angular fre-
quency ωsid equals ωsol+ωorb, the fictitious right ascension α˜sol ≡ α˜(ωsol) corresponds
in fact to α˜sol =α−α¯+pi, that is, to the right ascension of the mean Sun subtracted to
the real right ascension and shifted by pi. In the following, the unit vectors are denoted
with a tilde superscript when referring to the solar reference frame.
The motion of the Earth around the Sun causes a current of particles from the direc-
tion opposite to that of its motion. This leads to a small large-scale anisotropy, known
as the solar Compton-Getting effect [25, 27]. The anisotropy shaped by this effect is,
to leading order, a dipole vector, the parameters of which can be determined as fol-
lows. Let f (p) be the particle distribution function in momenta in the frame of the solar
system, so that there are f (p)d3p particles per unit volume in the momentum interval
d3p about the momentum p. This distribution is considered to be homogeneous and
isotropic in this frame, f = f (p). On moving with velocity vobs relative to this frame,
an observer on Earth measures a mean intensity governed by the transformed particle
distribution function f ′ in transformed momenta p′. Given that Lorentz invariance re-
quires f ′(p′) = f (p) and that p−p′ ' pvobs/c for ultra-relativistic particles, f ′ can be
explicitly expressed to first order as
f ′(p′)' f (p′)+ pvobs
c
·∇p′ f (p ′)= f (p ′)+p
pˆ′ ·vobs
c
∂ f
∂p ′
. (45)
The differential intensity I (p) is defined such that there are I (p)dp particles in the mo-
mentum interval dp about the momentum p crossing a unit area perpendicular to p
per unit time and per steradian. In the frame of the solar system, considering ultra-
relativistic particles with speed ' c, the intensity is thus I (p) = cp2 f (p)/4pi. To express
the intensity I ′ in the observer frame, it is convenient to express the f ′ function in terms
of its zeroth and first moment as
f ′(p′)' 1
4pi
φ′0+
3
4pi
φ′1 · pˆ′+ ..., (46)
with the mean density and current per momentum unit defined as
φ′0 =
∫
dpˆ′ f ′(p′), (47)
φ′1 =
∫
dpˆ′pˆ′ f ′(p′). (48)
Similar quantities can be defined in the solar frame, with φ1 = 0. On inserting the r.h.s.
of equation (45) into φ′0 and φ
′
1, it turns out that φ
′
0 ' φ0 = 4pi f and, with the zenith
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angle oriented such that vobs ·p′ = vobs cosθ′, that the only non-zero term forφ′1 is
φ′1 '
pvobs
c
∫
dϕ′dθ′ sinθ′ cosθ′
∂ f
∂p ′
' 4pi
3c
∂ f
∂ ln p ′
vobs. (49)
Hence, adopting the notation n = −pˆ standing for the arrival direction as observed on
Earth, the intensity I ′ reads as
I ′(p,n)= I (p)
(
1− dlnφ0
dln p
vobs ·n
c
)
. (50)
The searched anisotropy thus takes the form 1+dCG ·n, with dCG a dipole vector. For
I (p)∝ p−γ, the amplitude of the dipole is dCG = (γ+2)vobs/c, while its direction is along
the observer velocity vobs relative to the rest frame of reference.
In the case of the Earth motion around the mean Sun, the resulting Compton-Getting
dipole is best revealed when analysing arrival directions on the solar angular frequency.
If the rotation axis of the Earth were not tilted relative to the normal of the ecliptic plane,
the Compton-Getting dipole vector would be simply aligned with orbital motion of the
Earth at any time, the direction of which would be observed as fixed in this solar ref-
erence frame, (α˜sol,CG, δ˜sol,CG) = (pi/2,0), or dsol,CG = dCG u˜02. The time-dependent di-
rection of the vector in the sidereal reference frame would then be obtained by means
of a series of two rotations. A first time-dependent rotation with angle −ωsolt around
u03 would express the dipole vector in the local system, in co-rotation with the Earth.
Then, the coordinates of the vector in the sidereal frame would be obtained through a
second time-dependent rotation with angle +ωsidt around u03. Making use of the rela-
tion ωsid = ωsol+ωorb, the searched expression would be dsid,CG(t ) = dCG cosωorbt u02−
dCG sinωorbt u01. In the sidereal frame, the vector would therefore rotate and make a
complete revolution in one year. While collecting data during several years, an observer
would thus, as expected, detect the vector in the solar frame, but not in the sidereal
frame due to the average time-integration of dsid,CG(t ) which oscillates around zero with
an envelope amplitude decreasing as one over the integration time.
The tilt ι of the rotation axis of the Earth relative to the ecliptic plane makes things,
however, somehow more tricky in the sense that, after several years of data taking, an
observer is expected to detect an amplitude slightly reduced by a factor cos2 ι/2 in the
solar reference frame [28]. Since the sidereal reference frame is the only one remaining
fixed with time, it turns out that the most convenient approach to derive this factor is
to express the solar Compton-Getting dipole first in this frame, and then to proceed
with the change of frame in a similar way as described above, with inverted operations
though. In the sidereal frame, the effect of the tilt is to induce a non-zero component
along u03:
dsid,CG(t )= dCG(cos ιcosωorbt u02+ sin ιcosωorbt u03− sinωorbt u01).
After a first rotation with angle −ωsidt and a second one with angle +ωsolt around u03,
some elementary algebra leads to
dsol,CG(t )= dCG
(
(cos2 ι/2− sin2 ι/2cos2ωorbt ) u˜02+ sin ιcosωorbt u˜03− sin2 ι/2sin2ωorbt u˜01
)
.
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The instantaneous vector is thus experiencing a non-trivial motion in the solar reference
frame. If an observer could access this instantaneous vector, this observer would detect
an anisotropy with amplitude dCG, but would see the dipole vector pointing to a different
position with time. Observers, however, perform during long-term observations. While
collecting data during several years, the average time-integration of dsid,CG(t ) then tends
to the constant vector dsol,CG ' dCG cos2 ι/2 u˜02. The expected solar amplitude is thus
reduced by a factor cos2 ι/2, as used in [28], and the right ascension of maximum of
intensity is thus fixed to α˜sol =pi/2. Note that a recent and similar demonstration can be
found in [9].
With vobs = 29.8 km s−1, ι = 23.4◦, and γ = 2.7 typical of the spectral index below
the knee energy, the amplitude of the average dsol,CG vector turns out to be very small,
dsol,CG = 4.5×10−4. When measuring this effect by means of the harmonic analysis in
(fictitious) right ascension only, an additional projection factor enters into play since the
measurement is folded into the declination response of the experiment. For a pure dipo-
lar intensity, the relation between dsol,CG and rsol,CG follows rsol,CG ' 〈cos δ˜〉dsol,CG, where
〈·〉 stands for the average over declination of the response of the considered detector to
an isotropic intensity. This factor encompasses the latitude of the site on Earth and the
efficiency of the detector as a function of the zenithal angle. A significant measurement
of this effect requires a number of events as large as several hundreds of millions to beat
the statistical fluctuations, which can only be met for energies below ' 100 TeV. It also
requires an extremely accurate control of µ(α˜;ωsol). This effect has been successfully
measured in several places, first by Cutler and Groom [28].
3.3. The anti- and extended-sidereal time scales
Although results examined at different angular frequencies separated by∆ω are fully
decoupled from each other as soon as the collection time ∆t is long enough so that
2pi/∆t < ∆ω, subtle correlations between some angular frequencies can occur due to
long-term variations of the daily counting rate. Such effects were understood by Farley
and Storey to lead to sidebands which can show up at the sidereal time scale [29]. A
simple example is a counting rate related to temperature, the daily variations of which
would be greater in winter than in summer.
To see the sideband effect at work, let us follow the original argument put forward by
Farley and Storey. Let us suppose that the rate undergoes, in addition to a solar diurnal
modulation and a sidereal modulation, some variation of the diurnal amplitude along
the year with amplitude 2B . The observed counting rate then takes the form
dN (t )
dt
= 1
∆t
(
N0+
[
A+2B cos(ωorbt +ϕ2)
]
cos(ωsolt +ϕ1)+C cos(ωsidt +ϕ3)
)
. (51)
Some algebra allows this rate to be expressed as a sum of cosines at different angular
frequencies:
dN (t )
dt
= 1
∆t
(
N0+ A cos(ωsolt +ϕ1)+B cos((ωsol−ωorb)t +ϕ1−ϕ2)
+ B cos((ωsol+ωorb)t +ϕ1+ϕ2)+C cos(ωsidt +ϕ3)
)
. (52)
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There are therefore two terms with amplitude B appearing at angular frequencies ωsol+
ωorb andωsol−ωorb. The first one is nothing else but the sidereal angular frequency, and
the second one has been called the anti-sidereal angular frequency. The net result of a
sidereal search is a term behaving as D cos(ωsidt +ϕ4), with D andϕ4 polluted by B and
ϕ2. Hence, an amplitude B standing out from the background noise at the unphysical
anti-sidereal time scale, be it in terms of the counting rate and/or of the fictitious right
ascension α˜a-s = (ωsol−ωorb)t −h(t ), is thus indicative of important spurious effects of
instrumental origin in the measurement of the first harmonic coefficients at the sidereal
time scale through a sideband mechanism.
Formally, similar correlations can occur between the annual and the sidereal time
scales. In this case, a non-zero sidereal modulation would pollute the solar modulation
and falsify the measurement, when the number of events is large enough to probe it, of
the solar Compton-Getting effect. The unphysical angular frequency to probe is then
called extended-sidereal. The fictitious right ascension is then obtained through α˜o-s =
(ωsol+2ωorb)t −h(t ).
3.4. A directional-exposure independent method: the East/West method
To circumvent the difficulty of estimating in practice the directional exposure, alter-
native methods have been designed to measure the harmonic coefficients while avoid-
ing to introduce any corrections of the counting rate. One of them is the East-West
method. The original idea was proposed in the early 1940s to study asymmetries in the
intensity of solar CRs (see, e.g., [30, 31]. The approach presented here follows from [32].
Let us separate the field of view of an observatory into two sectors, the geographic
Eastern and Western ones in terms of local coordinates. Both the Eastern and the West-
ern field of views experience different kind of variations during a sidereal day, of exper-
imental and/or astrophysical origin. The effects of experimental origin, being largely
independent of the incoming direction, are expected to affect the same way both sec-
tors and thus to cancel when considering, conventionally, the Western counting rate
subtracted to the Eastern one. On the flip side, in the presence of a genuine dipolar dis-
tribution of CRs, the difference between the Eastern and the Western counting rates is
not expected to cancel. Indeed, as the Earth rotates eastward, the Eastern sky is closer
to the dipole excess region for half a sidereal day each sidereal day; then, after the field
of view has traversed the excess region, the Western sky becomes closer to the excess
region and thus bears higher counting rates than the Eastern sky. The East/West differ-
ential counting rate is thus subject to oscillations, the amplitude and phase of which are
expected to be related to those of the genuine large-scale anisotropy.
These qualitative arguments can be quantified formally, with some approximations
and restrictions. The Eastern and Western counting rate definitions follow from equa-
tion (43), restricting the integration over azimuth to each sector. Dropping the energy
dependence for simplicity, they read as
τE (t ) = A0
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
dϕ
∫ θmax
0
dθ sinθcosθ²(n, t )I (n, t ), (53)
τW (t ) = A0
∫ 3pi/2
pi/2
dϕ
∫ θmax
0
dθ sinθcosθ²(n, t )I (n, t ). (54)
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The aim is to relate the difference τE −τW to the counting rate τ that would be obtained
with a perfectly stable detector, that is, without any time dependence in the efficiency
function:
τ(t )= A0
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ
∫ θmax
0
dθ sinθcosθ²0(n)I (n, t ). (55)
The time dependence of the ideal rate τ comes exclusively from the variation of the in-
tensity in local coordinates. One immediate limitation is that τ keeps track of a genuine
anisotropy in I only for limited instantaneous fields of view in terms of right ascension.
In contrast, for observatories located close to one pole of the Earth such as Ice Cube/Ice
Top, the whole range of right ascension is constantly in the field of view. In this case,
this definition of the counting rate leads to a constant value, no matter the anisotropy
amplitude in I .
To guarantee that the Eastern and Western sectors are equivalent in terms of count-
ing rates, any dependence of ² in azimuth needs to be symmetrical. For simplicity,
a uniform detection efficiency is assumed hereafter in azimuth; but similar conclu-
sions still hold as long as the symmetry between the sectors is respected, which is a
reasonable assumption in practice. It is also reasonable to assume that the temporal
variations ζ of the efficiency are small, and that those variations decouple from the
zenith angle dependent ones, ²(n, t ) = ²0(θ)(1+ ζ(t )). On inserting, to fix the ideas, a
dipolar intensity into equations (53) and (54), that is I (n(α,δ)) = I0(1+d ·n)/4pi with
d = d cosδd cosαd u01+d cosδd sinαd u02+d sinδd u03 expressed in the (ux ,uy ,uz) basis,
the integrations in local angles lead to
τE (t ) = A0I0
4pi
(
pig11(t )+2dx(t )g12(t )+pidz g21(t )
)
, (56)
τW (t ) = A0I0
4pi
(
pig11(t )−2dx(t )g12(t )+pidz g21(t )
)
. (57)
where gi j (t ) = (1+ ζ(t )) fi j and fi j =
∫
dθ ²0(θ)cosi θ sin j θ. To leading order, that is,
neglecting second-order terms in ζd , the τE (t )−τW (t ) difference is thus
τE (t )−τW (t )' −A0I0
pi
f12dx(t ). (58)
Meanwhile, the derivative of the ideal rate τ is dτ/dt =−A0I0 cosλ f21dx(t )/2, so that the
searched relation reads as
τE (t )−τW (t )' 2
picosλ
f12
f21
dτ
dt
. (59)
Noticing that the ratio f12/ f21 can be estimated from any data set through the empiri-
cal average ratio 〈sinθ〉/〈cosθ〉, the Eastern and Western counting rates can thus be re-
lated to the ideal counting rate through a simple integration with a proportionality factor
which can be entirely determined from any data set. Hence, from the estimate of the first
harmonic coefficients defined as a¯cEW = 2N
∑
i cos(α0i +ζi ) and a¯sEW = 2N
∑
i sin(α0i +ζi )
with ζi = 0 if the event is coming from the East or ζi = pi if coming from the West, unbi-
ased estimates of the amplitude and phase can be obtained as
r¯EW = picosλ
2
f21
f12
√
(a¯cEW)
2+ (a¯sEW)2, φ¯EW = arctan(a¯sEW/a¯cEW)+pi/2, (60)
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where the factor pi/2 is to account for the passage from dτ/dt to τ.
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Figure 6: Counting rate curves in solar (a), sidereal (b)
and anti-sidereal (c) time as measured at the EAS-TOP
observatory [33].
This method has thus the advantage
of avoiding the need to correct the to-
tal counting rate for instrumental and
atmospheric effects. But this can be
applied for moderate latitudes of ob-
servation only (the local and equato-
rial coordinate systems need to be “well
separated”), and this is with the cost
of a reduced sensitivity to pick up an
anisotropy, since, compared to the op-
timal uncertainties σr¯ previously dis-
cussed, the uncertainties scale as
σr¯EW =
picosλ
2
f21
f12
σr¯ . (61)
For most of the cases, the scaling fac-
tor is about 2.5, so that about 6 times
more data are needed to detect a non-
zero amplitude with this method com-
pared to the optimal one.
An example of application of this
method is shown in figure 6, result-
ing from the EAS-TOP experiment [33].
About 1.5×109 events with energies
above 1.1×1014 eV were analysed in this study. The East/West counting rates shown on
this plot are emblematic of the use of the harmonic analysis technique for interpreting
CR counting rates in a robust way: on the one hand, a null result at the anti-sidereal time
scale; and on the other hand, an amplitude and a phase compatible with that expected
from the Compton-Getting effect at the solar time scale. The statistical uncertainty for
each time bin is given in the first one. The signal reported as a function of local side-
real time has a first harmonic (thin line) with about 3σ confidence, while the East/West
counting rate is improved by the addition of a second harmonic (dotted line).
3.5. Review of observations
In this subsection, some attention is given on the observational results of the first
harmonic in right ascension as a function of energy, together with some basic interpre-
tation of these results. More educated interpretations will be given in next sections. It
should be noted that the amplitude measurement in right ascension is a quantity that
depends on the characteristics of each experiment, through the latitude of the site and
the particular shape of the directional exposure in the considered declination band.
There is no way to “deconvolve” these distortion effects without knowing the shape of
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the underlying intensity9. Furthermore, the energy resolutions are generally different as
well as the detection efficiencies relative to different primaries, so that the all-particle
anisotropy could be slightly different from the one reported by an experiment having
better sensitivity to some primaries. Energy scales are also affected by systematic un-
certainties. The comparison of the results between several experiments is therefore not
easy, and it is preferable to look at the evolution of the coefficients as a function of the
energy in a global way, without seeking in the dispersion of the points any big disagree-
ment between all the existing measurements.
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Figure 7: Amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) measurements of the first harmonic in right ascension as a
function of energy, from various reports. Amplitudes drawn as triangles with apex pointing down are the
most stringent upper limits up to date in the considered energy ranges.
In the TeV–PeV energy range, complex patterns have been revealed in the arrival
directions of CRs thanks to the large statistics collected in the last decade by several
9This is because any family of anisotropies described by Y`1 and Y`−1 spherical harmonic functions
contribute to the first harmonic in right ascension.
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experiments, and anisotropy contrats at the 10−4 − 10−3 level are now established at
large scales. Consistent measurements from experiments located in both hemispheres
were reported: MACRO [34], Tibet ASγ [35], Super-Kamiokande [36], Milagro [37], EAS-
TOP [33], Baksan [38] and ARGO-YBJ [39] in the Northern hemisphere, and IceCube [40]
and IceTop [41] in the Southern hemisphere. A collection of amplitude and phase mea-
surements is shown in figure 7. The amplitude is observed to increase with energy up
to ' 10 TeV before flattening, and the phase is observed to be smoothly evolving before
undergoing a sudden flip at ' 0.3 PeV.
Assuming to first order that a first harmonic modulation in right ascension is entirely
due to a pure dipolar pattern on the sphere, the first harmonic parameters as derived in
figure 7 are generally considered with special interest in the context of spatial diffusion.
The dipole moment is then naively expected to provide a way to probe the particle den-
sity gradient shaped by the diffusion in interstellar magnetic fields on scales of the scat-
tering diffusion length. In this picture, for stationary sources smoothly distributed in the
Galaxy, the dipole vector should align roughly with the direction of the Galactic center
with an amplitude increasing with energy in the same way as the diffusion coefficient,
typically E 0.3−0.6. However, this simple picture is not confirmed by the measurements,
showing that the dipole amplitude is not described by a single power law and that the
dipole phase does not align with the Galactic center and undergoes a rapid flip at an en-
ergy of 0.1-0.3 PeV. Recent studies have put this (too) simple picture into question, and
will be discussed farther in § 4.2.
At higher energy, in the PeV–EeV energy range, the expected increase of anisotropy
contrasts does not compensate, yet, the decrease in the collected statistics with increas-
ing energy. The most constraining data are provided by the IceTop [41], KASCADE-
Grande [42] and Auger [43] experiments. Except for the IceTop amplitude, only upper
limits are currently provided in this energy range, drawn as triangles with apex pointing
down. Meanwhile, it is interesting to note that an apparent constancy of phase, even
though the significances of the amplitudes are relatively small, has been pointed out
previously in surveys of measurements with ion chambers and counter telescope made
in the range ' 0.1 < E/PeV < 100 [6]. A clear tendency for maxima to occur around 20
hours in local sidereal time was observed, not far from the Galactic center. Interest-
ingly, the phases reported by more contemporary experiments (adding data from Hav-
erah Park [44] and Yakutsk [45] with respect to the collection of amplitudes, where only
the most stringent upper limit data appear) also show a consistent tendency to align in
the general right ascension of the Galactic center (' 268◦ in right ascension).
As already pointed out by Linsley long time ago, the consistency of the phase mea-
surements in ordered energy intervals is potentially indicative of a real anisotropy, be-
cause such a consistency is expected to be revealed with a smaller number of events than
needed to detect the amplitude with high statistical significance [44]. For an anisotropy
evolving smoothly with the energy, testing the consistency of independent phase mea-
surements, such as a constancy or a smooth evolution in adjacent energy bins, is indeed
a powerful tool for detecting anisotropy. Let us exemplify this based on a simple work-
ing example. A likelihood ratio test can be designed to quantify whether or not a parent
random distribution of arrival directions better reproduces the phase measurements in
different energy intervals than an alternative dipolar parent distribution [46]. The like-
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lihood ratioΛ is built from the p.d.f. of each independent measurement (let us suppose
here Nb independent bins ordered in energy, with N = 30,000 events in each bin) un-
der the hypothesis of isotropy (p isoΦ (φ), uniform distribution) and under the hypothesis
of a signal (psigΦ (φ) calculated from equation (34)). The expected amplitude values r
entering into each psigΦ (φi ) can be estimated by the expected mean noise given the avail-
able statistics. The statistic of the variable −2lnΛ is then built under the hypothesis of
isotropy by means of a large number of Monte-Carlo isotropic samples. The probability
that the hypothesis of isotropy better reproduces the measurements compared to the
alternative hypothesis is then calculated by integrating the normalised distribution of
−2lnΛ above the value found in the data set. The power of this test is illustrated in fig-
ure 8, where its efficiency (shown as the red squares) to detect a genuine anisotropy for
a threshold value of 1% is shown as a function of the number of bins Nb . Compared to
the efficiency of the "2K " test on amplitudes (see [44] for details about the "2K " test), it
is apparent that the test on the consistency of the phase measurements leads to a better
power by a factor greater than 2.
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Figure 8: Power of the tests on amplitudes (in blue) and
on phases (in red) as a function of the number of bins
Nb entering in each test, in the case of a genuine signal
s = 1% and with N = 30,000 events in each bin.
Above 1 EeV, a change of phase
is observed in Yakutsk, Telescope Ar-
ray [47] and Auger data towards, roughly,
the opposite of the one at energies be-
low 1 EeV. The percent limits to the am-
plitude of the anisotropy exclude the
presence of a large fraction of Galactic
protons at EeV energies [48, 49]. Ac-
counting for the reports from both the
Pierre Auger Observatory and the Tele-
scope Array that protons are in fact
abundant at those energies, this might
indicate that this sub-component is
already extragalactic, gradually taking
over a Galactic one. The low level of
anisotropy would then be the sum of
two vectors with opposite directions,
naturally reducing the amplitudes. This scenario is further detailed in § 4.3 and § 4.4.
At higher energies, the Auger collaboration recently reported the existence of a non-
zero first harmonic above 8 EeV by studying the distribution of the arrival directions of
more than 30,000 UHECRs [12]. Although the actual sources of UHECRs are still to be
identified, the direction of maximum of intensity, being in opposition of phase to that
of the Galactic center, is suggestive that these sources are of extragalactic origin. Extra-
galactic sources are then expected to produce some anisotropy given the high inhomo-
geneity at large scale of the matter in the nearby Universe. The observed anisotropy is in
line with these general expectations; more will be presented in § 4.4.
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4. Astrophysical consequences of first harmonic measurements
Although first harmonic coefficients in right ascension are only a limited description
of the anisotropy function δI (n), several astrophysical consequences can be drawn from
these measurements, consequences which are reviewed in this section. Note that gen-
erally, little distinction is made at this stage between the first harmonic coefficients and
the 3D dipole moment that will be discussed in § 5.
4.1. Diffusion and dipole anisotropy
The strength of the Galactic magnetic field is estimated to be of order several mi-
crogauss within a disk of ' 300 pc thickness in the Galaxy, as inferred from optical and
synchrotron polarization measurements and Faraday rotation measures of pulsars and
extragalactic sources. It can be roughly described by a structure with arms with re-
versing field direction between the arms and displaying variations of strength within
them [14, 51]. Meanwhile, there are uncertainties in the way the field falls off along the
direction perpendicular to the disk and in the Galactic halo. The main features are a
northerly directed poloidal component falling off slowly with the distance from the disk,
and oppositely directed toroidal fields in the halo [14, 51]. Additional turbulent fields
with significant variations from arm to arm are also present on correlation lengths of
' 10−100 pc. Such field values are largely sufficient for particle trajectories to resemble
random walks except at very high energies, given that the gyroradius of a CR nucleus
with charge Z is rg ' 1.1×10−3 (R/TV)/(B/µG) pc, with R = pc/(Z e) the rigidity of the
particle. Over a few scattering times, a diffusion regime develops and the momenta of
the particles are “isotropised” to some extent. What is meant through “isotropised to
some extent” is the object of this section. Given the high conductivity of the interstellar
medium, electric fields are neglected.
In the same way as in § 3.2, let us denote the phase-space density function giving
the number of CRs at time t in the volume d3x about the position x and in the mo-
mentum interval d3p about p. In the absence of source terms and of energy losses, the
Liouville theorem states that this phase-space density function is conserved, f (t ,x,p)=
f (t0,x0,p0). For relativistic particles, this condition implies for f to satisfy the following
transport (Vlasov) equation,
∂ f
∂t
+ cpˆi ∂ f
∂xi
+²i j k p jωk
∂ f
∂pi
= 0, (62)
with ²i j k the i j k component of the anti-symmetric tensor ² and ωi = ecBi /E the com-
ponent i of the rotation vector imprinted on the particle trajectories by the magnetic
field. Because of the fluctuations in the field leading to fluctuations in the rotation
vector components ωi = 〈ωi 〉+δωi , individual test particles undergo irregular motions
that can be characterised in a statistical way by introducing fluctuations in the func-
tion, f = 〈 f 〉+δ f . Hereafter, the 〈·〉 symbol stands for the average quantities, taken over
several space and time correlation scales of the turbulent field. The fluctuations are con-
sidered as ergodic, in the sense that averaging over an ensemble of systems would lead
to the same average quantities as through the operation 〈·〉. Using these ansätze for f
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and ω in equation (62) and carrying out the ensemble averaging yield to the following
(Boltzmann) equation for 〈 f 〉 [50]:
∂〈 f 〉
∂t
+ cpˆi ∂〈 f 〉
∂xi
+²i j k p j 〈ωk〉
∂〈 f 〉
∂pi
=−²i j k p j
〈
δωk
∂(δ f )
∂pi
〉
. (63)
It thus appears that the effect of the fluctuations in the field is to induce an effective
collision term in the r.h.s. of the transport equation governing the evolution of 〈 f 〉. This
collision term invokes the unknown function δ f . Different approximations can then be
adopted to deal with this term.
4.2. TeV–PeV dipole anisotropies as a probe of the local magnetic field
The first approximation, called decay-time approximation [52, 53], consists in re-
placing the collision term by a relaxation term with rate ν:
−²i j k p j
〈
δωk
∂(δ f )
∂pi
〉
→−ν
(
〈 f 〉− φ0
4pi
)
. (64)
Here, φ0 is the zeroth moment of the f distribution, as defined in equation (46). The ap-
proximation therefore consists in considering that the effective collisions tend to bring
the ensemble-average f function to its isotropic mean. Therefore, by introducing this
term into equation (63) and taking as in [54] the zeroth and first moments with respect
to pˆ, the following coupled partial differential equations are obtained (after integrating
by parts several terms and noting that pi∂(·)/∂pi = pˆi∂(·)/∂pˆi ):
∂〈φ0〉
∂t
+ c ∂〈φ1 j 〉
∂xi
δi j = 0, (65)
∂〈φ1i 〉
∂t
+ c
3
∂〈φ0〉
∂xi
+²i j k〈ω j 〉〈φ1k〉 = −ν〈φ1i 〉. (66)
Limiting the intensity to the dipolar term, it follows from the definition of f that δI (n)=
d ·n=−3φ1 · pˆ/φ0; solving the set of equations (65) and (66) hence allows for estimating
the average dipole vector expected from the diffusion regime approximation. In this ap-
proximation, the dipolar component is assumed to be slowly varying over the relaxation
time 1/ν, so that ∂〈φ1i 〉/∂t is about to be null. In these conditions, the way to solve this
system of coupled equations is to express the components of the vectorφ1 as a function
of the scalar φ0, which requires the inversion of the system
−∂〈φ0〉
∂xi
= 3ν
c
〈φ1 j 〉δi j + 3
c
²i k j 〈ωk〉〈φ1 j 〉. (67)
The r.h.s. can formally be written as cD−1i j 〈φ1 j 〉with D the diffusion tensor. To satisfy the
identity Di j D−1j k = δi k , the most general decomposition of the components of D have to
obey (
3ν
c2
δi j + 3
c2
²i m j 〈ωm〉
)(
Aδ j k +B〈ω j 〉〈ωk〉+C² j kn〈ωn〉
)= δi k . (68)
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By identifying the coefficients A,B ,C , and noting that ²i j k²l mn = δ j mδkn −δ j nδkm , the
diffusion tensor is conventionally written as
Di j = c
2
3ν∥
bˆi bˆ j + c
2
3ν⊥
(δi j − bˆi bˆ j )+ c
2
3νA
²i j k bˆk , (69)
with 〈ωi 〉 = 〈ω〉bˆi (bˆ being the unit vector of the coherent field), ν∥ = ν the effective
scattering rate along the field, ν⊥ = (ν2+〈ω〉2)/ν the perpendicular one, and νA = (ν2+
〈ω〉2)/〈ω〉 the axial one.
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dipole as a function of energy (decimal logarithm of
the median energy in TeV indicated next to each data
point), after subtraction of the dipole induced by the
Compton-Getting effect [59].
Having the expression of D , it is now
straightforward to invert equation (67).
The result is a Fick equation for 〈φ1〉,
〈φ1i 〉 =−1
c
Di j
∂〈φ0〉
∂x j
, (70)
which allows for estimating the dipole
anisotropy of the intensity at any time
and any position as
di =−3〈φ1i 〉〈φ0〉
= 3
c
Di j
∂(lnn)
∂x j
, (71)
where n = p2φ0 is the spectral density
of CRs. This is the searched expression
for interpreting the results presented in
§ 3.5 in the TeV–PeV energy range. In
our local environment, the magnetic
field lines, as deduced both from the
IBEX ribbon [55] and from polarisation
of optical starlight from stars within a
few tens of parsecs [56, 57], are thought
to extend in a coherent tube. When the
coherent field is much stronger than
the turbulent one, the anisotropic diffu-
sion induced by the local ordered mag-
netic field is such that circular motions
predominate over random scattering.
In this case, ν∥ À ν⊥ and ν∥ À νA, and from equation (71), the dipole anisotropy is
expected to result from the projection of the density gradient of CRs onto the direc-
tion of the ordered magnetic field, and thus to be aligned along the field lines. This is
indeed what is observed [58], aside from some distortions attributable to the draping
of the magnetic field lines around the heliosphere on the one hand, and from the small
Compton-Getting effect arising from the motion of the solar system relative to the frame
of the local plasma.
The summary plot of the reconstructed TeV–PeV dipole components in the equa-
torial plane, as obtained in [59], is shown in figure 9. The small Compton-Getting ef-
fect is here subtracted by assuming that the local standard of rest corresponds to the
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local plasma frame. The dipole vector is here characterised by its components in the
equatorial plane associated to the unit vectors pointing towards local sidereal times 0 h
and 6 h. The numbers attached to the data indicate the median energy of the bins as
log10 (Emed/TeV). The dashed line and gray-shaded area indicate the magnetic field di-
rection and its uncertainty (projected onto the equatorial plane) inferred from IBEX ob-
servations. A close alignment of the inferred dipole components with the local magnetic
field direction is quite clearly depicted. Overall, within this framework of anisotropic dif-
fusion, although the projection of the dipole onto the magnetic field axis does not allow
one to reconstruct the CR gradient, a range of possible directions for this CR gradient
can be determined by the dipole phase and aligns with Galactic longitudes between 120◦
and 300◦ below 0.1-0.3 PeV. In this regard, and among other requirements, the Vela SNR
is shown to be a plausible source candidate for explaining the anisotropy in [59].
So far, only the fact that the solar system is immersed in a tube of field lines ori-
ented coherently in a certain volume has been used to interpret the TeV–PeV large-scale
anisotropy in right ascension, anisotropy characterized by its first harmonic only. Re-
cently, it has been put forward that the shape of the right ascension distribution, be-
yond the first harmonic, can potentially constrain the power spectrum of turbulence in
the local interstellar environment [60]. Assuming that locally, the turbulence scale is
about a few tens of parsecs, this turbulence would indeed have the characteristics of a
coherent field for any CR penetrating into this zone. Some attention is now given to this
promising study.
The approach to derive these constraints differs from the previous one in that it relies
on a Fokker-Planck-type treatment of the equation (63). The primary goal this time is to
obtain this time an equation governing δ f , and to introduce the corresponding solution
in the collision term of equation (63) without resorting to the decay-time approximation.
Following [50], the starting point is the ensemble-averaged equation (62) from which
equation (63) is subtracted. This gives to first order the following equation
∂(δ f )
∂t
+ cpˆi ∂(δ f )
∂xi
+²i j k p j 〈ωk〉
∂(δ f )
∂pi
=−²i j k p jδωk
∂〈 f 〉
∂pi
, (72)
whose solution is
δ f (x,p, t )= δ f (x0,p0, t0)−²i j k
∫ t
t0
dt ′
[
p jδωk
∂〈 f 〉
∂pi
]
U (t ′)
, (73)
where the integration is carried out along the unperturbed trajectory U (t ′) (that is, con-
sidering only the coherent field). On inserting this solution into the collision term in the
r.h.s. of equation (72), one finds that
−²i j k p j
〈
δωk
∂(δ f )
∂pi
〉
= ²i mn² j kl pm
〈
δωn
∂
∂pi
∫ t
t0
dt ′
[
pkδωl
∂〈 f 〉
∂p j
]
U (t ′)
〉
− ²i j k p j
〈
δωk
∂(δ f0)
∂pi
〉
. (74)
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For an homogeneous random field and cµ(t−t0) much greater than the coherence length
of the field, the integration over t ′ can be taken from −∞ to +∞ so the integrand be-
comes independent of t0, and so is the second term since the l.h.s. is itself independent
of t0. In this case, the second term is actually zero since the correlation vanishes if one
extends t0 sufficiently back to a time such that x−x0 is much greater than the coherence
length of the field [50]. Considering in addition the special case in which the constant
average field is in the z−direction, 〈 f 〉 depends only on pz , z, and t , and only the pitch-
angle scattering µ = pz/p is then relevant. This is the typical ansatz of a quasi-linear
theory [62, 63], in which a particle travelling along the z−axis at a velocity cµ is scattered
in pitch angle as it interacts with the magnetic irregularities. For small changes of orbits
in a correlation length, and on inserting the non-zero part of the r.h.s. of equation (72)
into equation (63), an average over gyrophase and an integration along U (t ′) yields to
the Fokker-Planck equation for 〈 f 〉:
∂〈 f 〉
∂t
+ cµ∂〈 f 〉
∂z
= ∂
∂µ
(
Dµµ
∂〈 f 〉
∂µ
)
. (75)
The pitch-angle diffusion coefficient Dµµ depends on the way the statistical properties
of the random field are modeled. In the quasi-linear approach, for an outer scale of the
turbulence l , this coefficient is the result of the following sum [61]:
Dµµ = 〈ω〉2(1−µ2)
∫
dk
∞∑
n=−∞
(
n2 J 2n(u)
u2
IA(k)+
k2∥ J
′2
n (u)
k2
IS,F(k)
)
Rn(k∥v∥−Ω+n〈ω〉),(76)
with k∥ and k⊥ the components of k parallel and perpendicular to the local field lines,
u = k⊥rg
√
1−µ2, Jn(u) the Bessel function of the first kind (′ denotes a derivative with
respect to u), IA,S,F the normalised energy spectra of the Alfvén, slow and fast modes
of the field, and Rn is a resonance function describing the scattering between particles
with gyrofrequency 〈ω〉 and the angular frequency of the waves Ω. In the limit of the
quasi-linear theory, this function is a Dirac one.
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Figure 10: Relative CR intensity as a function of right ascension, compared to IceTop data at 2 PeV, for two
different models of energy spectrum and resonance function of the local turbulence (see text) [60]. In the
left panel, δ is the ratio between the interstellar Alfvén speed and the CR velocities.
From this formalism, investigations of how the shape of the large-scale anisotropy
of TeV–PeV CRs depends on the properties of the turbulence can be made. Indeed, in a
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stationary situation, the solution of equation (75) can be written as f ∝ (1+ag (µ)) with
a some constant and g (µ) given by
g (µ)=−c
2
∫ µ
0
dµ′
1−µ′2
Dµ′µ′
. (77)
The function g is thus entirely shaping the anisotropy. The dipolar shape is recovered in
the case g (µ) = µ, but a flattening of the anisotropy is generally expected in directions
perpendicular to the field lines, something which is compatible with data showing nar-
rower excesses and deficits than those expected from a pure dipole. To estimate g , a
series of phenomenological inputs needs to be done concerning the considered energy
spectra and resonance functions. Different scenarios are investigated in [60]. Narrow
and broad resonance functions are tried for each model of turbulence. The narrow res-
onance function is modeled as a Breit-Wigner distribution shaped by the correlation
time of the turbulence [64]. In this case, only waves with angular frequency Ω satis-
fying closely the condition k∥v∥−Ω+n〈ω〉 ' 0 contribute to scatter particles with gy-
rofrequency 〈ω〉. The broad resonance function, following from [65], accounts for the
fluctuations of the large-scale magnetic field and thus for the focussing and defocussing
of magnetic field lines. This leads to a broadening of the resonance through the varia-
tions of the pitch angle. Generic compressible turbulences are modeled with fast modes
dominating over Alfvén and slow ones and having an isotropic energy spectrum fol-
lowing IF ∝ k−3/2. Incompressible turbulences, following from [66], are on the other
hand modeled with Alfvén and slow modes dominating over fast ones, and having an
anisotropic power spectrum such that IA,S ∝ k−10/3⊥ exp(−k∥l 1/3/k2/3⊥ ) [67, 68]. Smaller
eddies are thus much more elongated. Fluctuations with |k∥| ≥ |k⊥|2/3l−1/3 are strongly
suppressed in this case.
Among these different scenarios, let us focus on two distinct ones for exemplify pur-
pose: fast modes with narrow resonance on the one hand, and Alfvén and slow modes
with broad resonance on the other hand. Results in terms of large-scale anisotropies as
reported around 2 PeV using data recorded at IceTop [41] are shown in figure 10. It is
seen that the first scenario of turbulence (left panel) provides a poor fit of the data. In
this case, it turns out that the n = 0 term dominates the CR transport for pitch angles
perpendicular to the magnetic field, resulting in hot/clod spots with a rather flat inten-
sity. In contrast, the second scenario (right panel) provides a satisfactory fit of the data:
scattering is now dominated by n = 0 term of the slow modes for pitch angles perpen-
dicular to the field lines, while the n = 0 term of the Alfvén modes dominates for pitch
angles parallel to the field lines, which results in excesses and deficits narrower than in
the case of a dipole.
Hence, CR anisotropy data might be used to constrain at the same time the turbu-
lence in the local interstellar medium and the transport of the particles (through the
resonance function). Current data seem to favour moderately broad resonance func-
tions. More systematic studies based on all existing TeV–PeV data in both hemispheres
could provide more stringent constraints. This is a technique to be explored further to
probe the nature and anisotropy of the local magnetic turbulence.
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4.3. Galactic cosmic-ray density gradients
Let us focus now on the interpretation of the observed amplitude as a function of
energy. As already mentioned in § 3.5, simple arguments in the context of isotropic dif-
fusion predict an increasing amplitude with energy, with an increase expected to scale
as the (isotropic) diffusion coefficient (typically as E 0.3−0.6). Such an increase is not ob-
served in the data shown in figure 7. These arguments have often been put forward in the
literature to stress the tension between the paradigm of CR sources densely distributed
in the disk of the Galaxy such as supernova remnants for instance and the observed
anisotropies. This tension has however been alleviated in several studies.
One important feature to consider within the paradigm of supernova remnants is
the stochasticity in the spatial and temporal distribution of these objects. This stochas-
ticity impacts the energy spectrum observed at Earth today [69, 70], and the anisotropy
as well [71–73]. Considering the diffusion formalism in presence of a source term and
neglecting for simplicity the energy losses and the rate of spallation of nuclei, the (diffu-
sion) equation governing the transport of CRs from a point source located at a position
xs and injecting a spectrum N (E , M) of particles of species M at time ts is obtained by
plugging equation (70) into equation (65):
∂n(E ,x, t , M)
∂t
= ∂
∂xi
(
Di j
∂n(E ,x, t , M)
∂x j
)
+N (E , M)δ(t , ts)δ(x,xs). (78)
In [72], the source term is randomly probed to reproduce the rate of supernova rem-
nants along the spiral arms of the Galaxy. The boundary conditions for the diffusion
region are chosen to be a cylinder with infinite radius and half height H (mimicking a
turbulent magnetic field concentrated within the Galactic disk), and the escape of the
particles is considered to occur through the upper and lower boundaries of the cylinder.
The escape is thus modeled here by imposing n(z = ±H) = 0. For a spatially constant
diffusion coefficient, the Green function that satisfies these conditions for each species
M is obtained through the image charge method10:
G(x, t ,xs, ts)= N (E)
(4piD(t − ts))3/2
exp
(
− (xs−x)
2
4D(t − ts)
) +∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)k exp
(
− (z− z
′
k )
2
4D(t − ts)
)
, (79)
where z ′k = (−1)k zs+2kH are the z−coordinates of the image sources.
From this Green function, the gradient of CRs at Earth can be determined for any
random realisation of the underlying distribution of point-like and bursting sources.
This gradient includes both the contribution from the large-scale distribution of (old)
sources, and from the random configuration of nearby and recent sources. However,
it turns out that for a halo size below ' 5 kpc, the contribution of the nearby sources
dominates over the “background” diffuse emission. So, even if their contribution to
the total intensity is only subdominant, local and young sources are found to shape the
anisotropy at Earth. Because the most contributing sources, located at different places,
10Note that the solution is here simplified, since the rate of spallation of nuclei was also considered in
the reference [72] driving the discussion.
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can have different “ages”, they do not contribute the same way as a function of energy.
As a result of the summation of competing gradient vectors associated to each source,
the amplitude of the total vector can undergo bumps and dips as a function of energy. In
particular, the observed behaviour of the evolution of the amplitude with energy in the
TeV–PeV range is not unlikely to occur for a diffusion coefficient scaling as E 1/3, a halo
size H = 2 kpc, and a rate of supernova remnants of 1/100 per year [72].
As mentioned in § 4.2, the anisotropy observed on Earth is fueled by the density
gradient, but it is ultimately shaped by the projection of this density gradient along the
local field. This projection itself can generate non-trivial effects depending on the en-
ergy, resulting from the fact that particles of different rigidities have different effective
scattering lengths and thus probe different regions of the magnetic field. These effects
are most amplified for a gradient almost perpendicular to the local field direction [74]:
large fluctuations can then be observed in the evolution of the amplitude with energy
for different realisations of the random field; and in particular, the observed behaviour
is likely to be reproduced through this mechanism.
From a few PeV to a few hundred of PeV energies, results presented in [72] suggest
as a relevant possibility an increasing amplitude that could reach the percent level. An
additional difficulty to frame in a relevant way the density gradients in this energy range
is that, for coherence lengths of turbulences between 10 pc and 100 pc and gyration ra-
dius of particles lying roughly within 1 pc and 1 kpc, the spiral geometry of the coherent
field is not negligible any longer to describe the diffusive transport. This translates into
the use of the full diffusion tensor (cf. expression (69)). In a spiral geometry, the gra-
dient density is expected to be predominantly shaped by the axial term of D inducing
drift motions once the gyration radius of the particles becomes larger than the coher-
ence length of the random fields [75]. For stationary sources distributed in the disk, the
gradient is then perpendicular to the field and anisotropies are in average amplified,
growing linearly with energy [76]. However, the effect of the fluctuations due to the ran-
dom distribution of the sources in space and time has not yet been studied in the context
of anisotropic diffusion. Overall, and as already stressed in § 3.5, increased statistics is
necessary to probe the anisotropy contrast levels that may exist in this energy range, as
suggested by the phase almost-constancy.
Above a few hundred of PeV, the putative dipole-like signal responsible for the phase
alignment is required to have a rather low amplitude, being below the percent level to
meet the conditions fixed by the upper limits obtained from the whole population of
CRs detected between ' 100 PeV and ' 1 EeV. Although hardly predictable in a quanti-
tative way given the unknown source distributions in space and time and the difficulty
to model the propagation of particles around ' 1 EeV in the intervening magnetic fields
known only approximately, such an amplitude seems too low to be naturally explained
by a Galactic scenario only. A relevant possibility to explain such a low global level
of anisotropy could be that the component of heavy elements marking the end of the
Galactic CRs is steadily extinguishing from ' 100 PeV up to ' 1 EeV, and does show im-
portant large-scale anisotropies in its distribution of arrival directions. The anisotropy
of this subdominant component of heavy nuclei could be diluted in an almost isotropic
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component of extragalactic origin – likely protons in that energy range, in agreement
with the observational results on composition – so that the anisotropy of the all-particle
component could satisfy the upper limits obtained between ' 100 PeV and ' 1 EeV. To
illustrate this scenario, let us consider the total intensity I (E ,n) as the sum of a domi-
nant isotropic component IX (E) and of a subdominant anisotropic component IFe(E ,n)
of iron-nuclei elements:
I (E ,n)= I 0X E−γX + I 0FeE−γFe (1+dFe(E) dˆ ·n). (80)
The anisotropy of the iron component is here characterised by an energy-dependent
amplitude dFe(E) and the directions of the unit vector dˆ. The anisotropy amplitude of
the total intensity is then diluted as follows:
d(E)= I
0
FeE
−γFe
I 0X E
−γX + I 0FeE−γFe
dFe(E). (81)
For reasonable choices of the normalisation parameters and spectral indexes such that
γFe is larger than γX, a decreasing amplitude d(E) with energy can be naturally obtained
in this scenario even for an anisotropy of the iron component increasing with energy
and lying above the all-particle upper limits. This is illustrated in figure 11 for two toy
energy evolutions of the anisotropy inspired from diffusion-dominated (dFe ∝ E 0.3) or
drift-dominated (dFe ∝ E) propagation of CRs in the Galactic magnetic field. Although
lots of fine-tunings are involved in this simplistic illustration, the global picture depicted
in this plot may not be too unrealistic.
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Figure 11: Illustration of a mechanism authorising
a large first-harmonic amplitude for the end of the
Galactic component – see text [77].
Another possibility to mention is that
the anisotropy of the iron component
is not diluted, but almost compensated
by an anisotropy of the same order im-
printed in the arrival directions of the
component of light elements. Since the
anisotropies considered here are mainly
described in terms of dipoles, this con-
dition can be met by considering that
the vectors characterising the dipoles
of each component have an amplitude
of the same order but an almost oppo-
site direction. This scenario provides a
mechanism to reduce significantly the
amplitude of the vector describing the
arrival directions of the whole popula-
tion of CRs – which is observationally the only one at reach so far –, and to induce a
change of phase in a narrow energy interval. Along these lines, it is interesting to note
the change of phase observed around 1 EeV in figure 7 between ' 260◦ and ' 100◦ in
right ascension.
Overall, the current limitation of the measurements to provide further insights in
this energy range is that neither spectra nor anisotropies can yet be studied as a func-
tion of the mass of the particles with adequate statistical precision, measurements that
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could allow a distinction between Galactic and extragalactic angular distributions above
a few hundred of PeV. This requires investing many experimental efforts to identify the
primary mass on an event-by-event basis, which represents a fair amount of remaining
work.
4.4. Trans-EeV anisotropies and extragalactic cosmic rays
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Figure 12: 99% C.L. upper limits on dipole amplitude as
a function of energy, as obtained from Auger data [82].
Some generic anisotropy expectations from stationary
Galactic sources distributed in the disk are also shown,
for two distinct assumptions on the CR composition.
At EeV energies, there are lots of
debates as to whether such particles
are produced in the Galaxy or in dis-
tant extragalactic objects. Establish-
ing the energy at which the intensity
of CRs starts to dominate the intensity
of Galactic ones is still, as of today, a
fundamental question in astroparticle
physics. Although the existence of the
ankle – a hardening of the energy spec-
trum around 5 EeV first discovered by
Linsley at the Volcano Ranch experi-
ment [78] – is beyond controversy, its
interpretation is still unclear. A time-
honoured picture is that it may be the
spectral feature marking the transition
between Galactic and extragalactic CRs.
Models of expected sky maps from
hypothetical Galactic sources of EeV protons, based on numerical integrations of trajec-
tories, show that the arrival directions should reflect to some extent the geometry of the
Galaxy [48, 49, 79–81], in contrast to what is expected from extragalactic sources. Such
signatures have been extensively searched for but not found in the data provided by the
Pierre Auger Observatory and the Telescope Array. The most stringent up-to-date upper
limits on dipole amplitudes, as reported by the Auger collaboration [82], are shown in
figure 12 along with generic estimates of the dipole amplitudes expected from station-
ary Galactic sources distributed in the disk considering two extreme cases of single pri-
maries: protons and iron nuclei. The percent limits on the amplitude of the anisotropy
exclude the presence of a large fraction of Galactic protons at EeV energies. Accounting
for the inference from both the Pierre Auger Observatory and the Telescope Array that
protons are in fact abundant at these energies [83], the lack of strong anisotropies pro-
vides some indication that this component of protons is extragalactic, gradually taking
over a Galactic one. Increased statistics is however necessary to probe the anisotropy
contrast levels that may exist in this energy range.
At higher energies, above 8 EeV, the anisotropy reported by the Auger collaboration
does not reflect, to any extent, the geometry of the Galaxy. The direction of maximum in-
tensity, (l ,b)= (233◦,−13◦), shown as the cross in figure 13 within the 68% and 95% con-
fidence level regions, cannot be associated with putative sources in the plane or center
of our Galaxy for any realistic configuration of the Galactic magnetic field. The natural
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Figure 13: Intensity integrated above 8 EeV as a function of the direction in the sky, in Galactic coordi-
nates [12]. The intensity is smoothed out at a 45◦ angular scale, to exhibit better the large-scale structures.
The measured dipole direction is indicated as the cross, and the contours denote the 68% and 95% con-
fidence level regions. The dipole in the 2MRS galaxy distribution [84] is indicated, and the deflections
expected for a particular model of the Galactic magnetic field on particles with E/Z = 5 or 2 EeV are
shown by the arrows.
alternative to match the observed pattern with some prediction is to look at the geome-
try of extragalactic sources. Such sources being still unknown, a plausible and conserva-
tive hypothesis about their distribution in space is that, regardless of their nature, they
follow at large scales the distribution of the baryonic matter. Within a scale of 100 Mpc,
the matter distribution in the Universe is inhomogeneous, with large over-densities of
matter corresponding to clusters of galaxies, sheets and filaments, and under-densities
corresponding to voids. For a density of acceleration sites large enough, the distribution
of galaxies could thus be a good tracer of the distribution of UHECR sources.
Figure 14: Sky map that would be observed on Earth
once the magnetic deflections following from the
model [14] are accounted for, if the distribution of cos-
mic rays with a rigidity of 3 EV was drawn from a dipole
outside from the Galaxy pointing towards the one of the
2MASS Redshift Survey galaxies.
The 3D positions of the closest of
these structures are known from com-
plete galaxy catalogs. For mean rigidi-
ties ranging from 2 to 5 EV as suggested
by results on mass composition above
8 EeV [83], scattering of UHECRs in the
extragalactic magnetic fields can still
give rise to large deflections for field
amplitudes ranging in few nanogauss
and extended over coherence lengths of
the order of one megaparsec. The angu-
lar distribution of UHECRs is thus ex-
pected to be influenced by the contri-
bution of sources in the neighborhood
of the Milky Way. The contribution of
nearby sources is even expected to be-
come dominant as the energy of CRs in-
creases due to the reduction of the hori-
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zon of UHECRs induced by energy losses more important at higher energies. For the
infrared-detected galaxies in the 2MASS Redshift Survey catalog [84] mapping the dis-
tribution of galaxies out to ' 115 Mpc, the flux-weighted dipole points in Galactic co-
ordinates in the direction (l ,b) = (251◦,38◦), 55◦ away from the best-fit position of the
cross in figure 13.
Considering to first order that arrival directions of UHECRs should follow outside
from the Galaxy the same dipolar pattern as the one of the 2MASS Redshift Survey galax-
ies, the observed pattern on Earth is expected to be further modified by the deflec-
tions imprinted by the Galactic magnetic field. The technique to “fold” the extragalac-
tic dipole through the magnetic field consists in back-tracking antiparticles (distributed
isotropically) from the Earth to outside the Galaxy, and in weighting each back-tracked
antiparticle by an amount proportional to the density gradient in the retro-propagated
direction outside the Galaxy. This is a consequence of the Liouville theorem. Note that
the contribution of the electric field experienced by UHECRs travelling through far away
regions due to the rotation of the Galaxy relative to the system in which the field is purely
magnetic is negligible for the anisotropy [85]. For rigidities of 3 EV, and using the Galactic
magnetic field model described in [14], the intensity that would be observed on Earth in
that case is shown in figure 14, in arbitrary units. Although a complex structure appears
since the field connects the phase-space density at Earth to the one outside from the
Galaxy in a non-trivial way, the pattern remains to first order the injected dipole slightly
attenuated and rotated. For rigidities of 2 and 5 EV for illustration, the rotation of the
dipole direction outside the Galaxy once folded through the magnetic field is indicated
by the two arrows in figure 13. The agreement between the directions of the dipoles is
then clearly improved.
These findings constitute the first firm observational evidence that the origin of UHE-
CRs is indeed extragalactic. Searches for identifying the acceleration sites will be pre-
sented in § 7.
5. Reconstruction of anisotropies beyond the dipole
Beyond the large-scale anisotropies captured by the first harmonic in right ascen-
sion, smaller significant anisotropy contrasts at the 10−4 level at intermediate and even
small scales have also been reported in the TeV–PeV energy range in the last decade [37,
39, 86–88], and searches for such effects have been conducted at higher energies as
well [48, 89, 90]. An example of such anisotropies is displayed in figure 15 at TeV energies
and above, from Milagro and IceCube data [91]. The dipole anisotropy thus appears as
the leading order effect, but a description of the intensity beyond the dipole is required.
A spherical harmonic decomposition of the intensity is then the natural tool to perform
such a description; but technical difficulties to extract the multipolar moments appear
due to the partial-sky coverage of ground-based experiments. The techniques to infer
these moments and the underlying power spectrum are now reviewed.
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Figure 15: Intensity in equatorial coordinates at median energies of 1 TeV in the Northern hemisphere
(from Milagro [37]) and of 20 TeV in the Southern one (from IceCube [86]). The intensity is smoothed out
at an angular scale of 10◦. The meta-analysis of Milagro and IceCube data to produce this single plot is
from [91].
5.1. Intensity reconstruction with partial-sky coverage
In general, and in contrast to the simplified approach presented in § 3.1, the intensity
function I (n) depends on both the right ascension and the declination and thus must be
decomposed in terms of a multipolar expansion in the spherical harmonics Y`m(n):
I (n)=∑
`≥0
∑`
m=−`
a`mY`m(n). (82)
Non-zero amplitudes in the `modes arise from variations of the intensity on an angular
scale '1/` radians. With full-sky but non-uniform coverage, the customary recipe for
decoupling directional exposure effects from anisotropy ones consists in defining the
recovered coefficients as [17]
a¯`m =
∫
4pi
dn
µ(n)
dN (n)
dn
Y`m(n). (83)
Introducing for convenience µr(n) as the (dimensionless) relative directional exposure
function normalized here to unity at its maximum and f1 =
∫
dn µr/4pi as the covered
fraction of the sky, and using dN /dn=∑i δ(n,ni ), the estimation reads as
a¯`m =
4pi f1
Ω0
N∑
i=1
Y`m(ni )
µr(ni )
, (84)
withΩ0 the total exposure of the experiment. Repeating the same operations as in § 3.1
but substitutingαby n in equations (28), it is seen that the estimator is unbiased, 〈a¯`m〉P =
a`m , and, in the case of small anisotropies |a`m/a00| ¿ 1, that the uncertainty σ`m on
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each a`m multipole reflects the Poisson fluctuations induced by the finite number of
events:
σ`m =
[
4pi f1N
Ω20
∫
4pi
dn
µr(n)
Y 2`m(n)
]1/2
. (85)
However, with ground-based observatories, coverage of the full sky is not possible
with a single experiment. The partial-sky coverage of ground-based observatories pre-
vents the multipolar moments a`m to be recovered in the direct way just presented. This
is because the solid angle on the sky where the exposure is zero prevents one from mak-
ing use of the completeness relation of the spherical harmonics. Indirect procedures
have to be used, one of them consisting in considering first the “pseudo-multipolar”
moments11
a˜`m =
∫
dn µ(n)I (n)Y`m(n), (86)
and then the system of linear equations relating these pseudo moments to the real ones:
a˜`m =
∑
`′≥0
∑`
m′=−`
a`′m′
∫
dn µ(n)Y`m(n)Y`′m′(n)≡
∑
`′≥0
∑`
m′=−`
[K ]`m`′m′ a`′m′ . (87)
Formally, the coefficients a`m are related to the pseudo-ones a˜`m through a convolu-
tion. The kernel K , which imprints the interferences between modes induced by the
non-uniform and partial coverage of the sky, is entirely determined by the directional
exposure function µ(n) and is dimensioned like this function. Assuming a bound `max
beyond which a`m = 0, the first a˜`m pseudo-coefficients with `≤ `max can be related to
the non-vanishing a`m coefficients by the square matrix K truncated to `max. The trun-
cated matrix can then be inverted, allowing recovery of the moments a`m . However,
this truncation induces large changes with `max in the coefficients of the inverse kernel
K−1[`max]. Repeating again the operations leading to expression (85), the net effect is that
the obtained uncertainty on each moment depends on K−1[`max] [92]:
σ`m '
[
N
Ω0
[K−1[`max]]`m`m
]1/2
. (88)
In numbers, it turns out that σ`m increases exponentially with `max. This depen-
dence is nothing else but the mathematical translation of it being impossible to know
the angular distribution of CRs in the uncovered region of the sky. In most of the prac-
tical cases, the small values of the energy-dependent a`m coefficients combined with
the available statistics in the different energy ranges do not allow for an estimation of
the individual coefficients with a relevant resolution as soon as `max > 2. Nonetheless,
although the use of a large value of `max forbids giving for any a¯`m coefficient an in-
terpretation of an individual multipolar moment, the full set of coefficients {a¯`m} still
provides a sensible description of the intensity in the covered region of the sky. This prop-
erty allows for reconstructing the intensity as a multipolar expansion for any individual
ground-based observatory, and can also be used to obtain a “likely minimum value” of
`max from the data themselves [92].
11Note the change of dimension between the a`m (in km
−2yr−1sr−1/2) and a˜`m (in sr−1/2) coefficients.
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5.2. Special cases: geometric representations of the dipole and quadrupole moments
Some attention is given here to the two first moments of the multipolar expansion,
and in particular to the dipole one given its special interest as exemplified in § 4. From
the estimation of the spherical harmonic coefficients, a more geometric and more in-
tuitive representation of the dipole and quadrupole moments is generally used for an
expansion truncated at `max = 2:
I (n)= I0
4pi
(
1+d dˆ ·n+λ+(qˆ+ ·n)2+λ0(qˆ0 ·n)2+λ−(qˆ− ·n)2+ . . .
)
. (89)
In this picture, the dipole moment is thus characterized by a vector, whose amplitude
d and two angles of the unit vector dˆ are related to the a1m coefficients through, using
here the equatorial coordinate system:
d =
p
3
a00
[
a210+a211+a21−1
]1/2
, δd = arcsin(
p
3a10/a00), αd = arctan(a1−1/a11). (90)
The amplitude d corresponds to the maximal anisotropy contrast of a pure dipolar flux.
The quadrupole, on the other hand, is characterized by the amplitudes (λ+,λ0,λ−) and
unit vectors (qˆ+, qˆ0, qˆ−) which are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a second order,
traceless and symmetric tensor 1/2 Q whose five independent components are related
to the a2m coefficients through
Qxx =
p
5
a00
(p
3a22−a20
)
, Qx y =
p
15
a00
a2−2, Qxz =−
p
15
a00
a21,
Qy y =−
p
5
a00
(p
3a22+a20
)
, Qy z =−
p
15
a00
a2−1. (91)
The eigenvalues are ranked from the largest to the smallest one and assigned to the vec-
tors (qˆ+, qˆ0, qˆ−) that form the principal axes coordinate system. The traceless condition
of the quadrupole tensor Q forces the relationλ++λ0+λ− = 0 to be satisfied, so that only
two of these amplitudes are independent. Hence, two diagnostic parameters are used
to characterize a quadrupole anisotropy: the quadrupole magnitude that takes on the
value λ+, and the anisotropy contrast of a quadrupolar flux β= (λ+−λ−)/(2+λ++λ−).
The orientation of the quadrupole is then described by the three Euler angles deter-
mined from the eigenvectors corresponding to each of the principal axes and character-
izing the orientation of these principal axes with respect to some reference coordinate
system.
Characterising the dipole vector in the same way as the first harmonic in right as-
cension is in fact possible, by mimicking the formalism of Linsley detailed in § 3.1 to
the sphere instead of the circle. Denoting d¯x , d¯y , d¯z the estimates of the Cartesian coor-
dinates of d, the joint p.d.f. pd(d¯x , d¯y , d¯z) can be factorised in terms of three Gaussian
distributions thanks to the central limit theorem:
pdC(d¯x , d¯y , d¯z)= pDx (d¯x ,σx)pD y (d¯y ,σy )pDz (d¯z ,σz), (92)
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with the σi parameters determined by propagating the change of variables from the
a1m to the di coefficients (with the correspondence i = (x, y, z) m = (1,−1,0)) into
expression (88):
σi '
[
3Ω0
4piN
[K−1[`max]]1i 1i
]1/2
. (93)
Under an underlying isotropic distribution (di = 0), and restricting the discussion for
convenience to the case of an axisymmetric directional exposure around the axis de-
fined by the North and South equatorial poles (so that σx = σy = σ), the joint p.d.f.
for d¯ , δ¯d , α¯d (spherical coordinates of d) is obtained from equation (92) by making the
proper jacobian transformation:
pdS(d¯ , δ¯d , α¯d )=
d¯ 2 cos δ¯d
(2pi)3/2σ2σz
exp
[
− d¯
2 cos2 δ¯d
2σ2
− d¯
2 sin2 δ¯d
2σ2z
]
. (94)
From this joint p.d.f., the p.d.f. of the dipole amplitude (declination and right ascension)
is finally obtained by marginalising over the other variables, yielding to12:
pd (d¯) =
d¯
σ
√
σ2z −σ2
erfi

√
σ2z −σ2
σσz
d¯p
2
exp(− d¯ 2
2σ2
)
, (95)
p∆(δ¯d ) =
σσ2z
2
cos δ¯d
(σ2z cos2 δ¯d +σ2 sin2 δ¯d )3/2
, (96)
p A(α¯d ) =
1
2pi
, (97)
with erfi(z) the imaginary error function erfi(z) = erf(i z)/i . Finally, from pd , quantities
of interest such as the expected mean noise 〈d¯〉P, the RMS σd and the probability of
obtaining an amplitude greater than d¯ can be derived:
〈d¯〉P =
√
2
pi
σz + σ2arctanh(
√
1−σ2/σ2z√
σ2z −σ2
 , (98)
σd =
√
2σ2+σ2z −
〈
d¯
〉2
P, (99)
P (≥ d¯) = erfc
(
d¯p
2σz
)
+ σ√
σ2z −σ2
erfi

√
σ2z −σ2p
2σσz
d¯
exp(− d¯ 2
2σ2
)
, (100)
which are here the searched expressions for characterising any set of dipole measure-
ments under the null hypothesis of isotropy. For di , 0, expressions get more com-
plex. Using non-centered Gaussian functions in equation (92) with dx = d cosδd cosαd ,
12Note that for σz = σ (uniform and full-sky coverage), the amplitude distribution is the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution.
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dy = d cosδd sinαd and dz = d sinδd , the same methodology leads to the following semi-
analytical p.d.f. for instance for d¯ , which is independent of αd :
pd (d¯ ;d ,δd )=
d¯ 2 exp
(
− d¯ 2
2σ2
− d 22
(
cos2δd
σ2
+ sin2δd
σ2z
))
σ
√
2piσ2z
G
(
dd¯ sinδd
σ2z
,
d¯ 2
2
σ2z −σ2
σ2σ2z
,
dd¯ cosδd
σ2
)
,
(101)
with G(x, y, z) defined as
G(x, y, z)=
∫ 1
−1
du exp
(
xu+ yu2) I0 (z√1−u2) . (102)
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Figure 16: Comparison of the detection power of the
2D/3D methods vs the declination of the dipole.
In contrast to the first harmonic
analysis presented in § 3.1 (“2D analy-
sis”), the performances of this “3D anal-
ysis” are almost the same whatever the
direction of the dipole is on the sphere.
A comparison of the detection power
of the two methods is displayed in fig-
ure 16 as a function of the declination
for a threshold of 10−3, and for a pure
dipole with an amplitude of 5% with
a statistics of 50,000 events. The re-
construction of the dipole parameters
is performed with `max = 1. While the
2D analysis performs slightly better for
δd close to the equatorial plane, the 3D
analysis performs much better as soon
as the orientation of the dipole is far from this plane.
On the other hand, there is no analytical description for characterising the ampli-
tudes and angles of the quadrupole. The corresponding distributions are thus estimated
from Monte-Carlo simulations.
5.3. Angular power spectrum
As discussed in § 5.1, the small values of the energy-dependent a`m coefficients com-
bined to the available statistics in the different energy ranges does not allow, in gen-
eral, for an estimation of the individual coefficients with a relevant resolution as soon
as `max > 2. However, based on analysis techniques previously developed in the CMB
community [93], it is possible, under some restrictions detailed below, to reconstruct
the angular power spectrum coefficients defined as
C` =
∑`
m=−`
|a`m |2
2`+1 , (103)
and to do so within a statistical resolution independent of the bound `max [94]. The
starting point is to consider that the anisotropic part of the intensity, δI (n), is a particular
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realisation of an underlying stochastic process, process which can be assumed Gaussian
in a conservative way, and which is thus entirely characterised by its first two moments
〈δI (n)〉 and 〈δI (n)δI (n′)〉. In the absence of knowledge of this stochastic process, the
simplest non-trivial configuration is to consider that the anisotropies cancel in ensem-
ble average and produce a second order moment that does not depend on the position
on the sphere but only on the angular separation γ between n and n′. These conditions,
characterising an homogeneous and isotropic random process, are known as the condi-
tions of “stationarity.” Expanding then 〈δI (n)δI (n′)〉 onto the Legendre polynomials P`
allows for translating stationarity conditions in space into stationarity conditions in the
reciprocal `−space:
〈δI (n)δI (n′)〉 =∑
`≥0
2`+1
4pi
C`P`(n ·n′)≡
∑
`≥0
∑`
m=−`
C`Y`m(n)Y`m(n
′), (104)
where spherical harmonics addition theorem is used. It is thus seen by identification
that, under stationarity, the underlying a`m coefficients are not correlated to each other:
〈a`m a`′m′〉 =C`δ``′δmm′ . (105)
The C` coefficients can thus be viewed as a measure of the variance of the a`m coeffi-
cients.
The stationarity conditions are well suited for CMB studies where the power spec-
trum results from primordial and fundamental fluctuations. They are however ques-
tionable in the context of CR physics, where invoking a random nature for δI (n) follows
“only” from the stochastic modeling of unknown source positions and non-well known
propagation mediums and regimes. Nonetheless, despite their limited range of appli-
cations, there are several benchmark scenarios of interest that the stationarity condi-
tions can describe or approximate. One of these relies on sources drawn at random
with a granularity in accordance with some density. The ensemble-average angular dis-
tribution is then isotropic by construction, and the particular anisotropies observed in
a given realisation are dominantly due to the fluctuations of the positions of the most
contributing local sources. More generally, even in the case of local sources not drawn
at random but following some structure, the random localisation of the observer allows
a description of the process through the stationarity, to first order at least. On the other
hand, since the stationarity conditions are obviously not comprehensive of all stochas-
tic processes, there are scenarios preventing the power spectrum to be fairly captured
with the type of method described here. Caution should thus be kept in mind when in-
terpreting angular power spectra measured with partial-sky coverages, since the angular
distributions in the uncovered regions of the sky could show patterns that would lead to
different power spectra.
Under the stationarity hypotheses, a quadratic estimation of the a`m coefficients
allows for estimating the power spectrum even with partial-sky coverage. This is be-
cause in ensemble average, the correlation coefficient between the pseudo-multipolar
moments is related to the power spectrum coefficients through
〈a˜`m a˜`′m′〉 =
∑
i≥0
i∑
j=−i
K`mi j K`′m′i j Ci . (106)
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In this situation, the pseudo-power spectrum C˜` =
∑`
m=−` |a˜`m |2/(2`+ 1), which is di-
rectly measurable, is related to the real power spectrum through
C˜` =
∑
`′
M``′C`′ , (107)
where the matrix M describing the cross-talk induced by the non-uniform exposure be-
tween genuine modes is entirely determined by the knowledge of the exposure func-
tion [93]:
M``′ =
1
2`+1
∑`
m=−`
`′∑
m′=−`′
|K`m`′m′ |2 . (108)
In some cases of interest, the inversion of M is unambiguously defined, independently
of the bound `max. From the expression of K indeed, and making use of the addition
theorem of the spherical harmonics, the matrix elements M``′ can be written as
M``′ =
2`′+1
2
∫ 1
−1
d(cosγ) W (cosγ)P`(cosγ)P`′(cosγ), (109)
where the average over position and orientation on the sphere of µ(n) at angular sepa-
ration γ is defined as
W (cosγ)=
Ï
dndn′
8pi2
µ(n)µ(n′)δ(n ·n′−cosγ). (110)
On multiplying both sides of the identity
∑
`′ M``′M
−1
`′`′′ = δ``′′ by (2`+1)P`(cosγ′)/2, on
summing over `, and on using the completeness relation of the Legendre polynomials,
the following set of relations satisfied by the elements of M−1 is then obtained:
W (cosγ′)
`max∑
`′
2`′+1
2
P`′(cosγ
′)M−1`′`′′ =
2`′′+1
2
P`′′(cosγ
′). (111)
For a non-vanishingW (cosγ′) function, a condition which is generally satisfied or close-
to-satisfied by CR ground-based observatories, the inversion of M is then straightfor-
ward by multiplying both sides of these equations by P`(cosγ
′), by integrating over cosγ′,
and by making use of the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials:
M−1``′′ =
2`′′+1
2
∫ 1
−1
d(cosγ′)
W (cosγ′)
P`(cosγ
′)P`′′(cosγ′). (112)
The recovering of the power spectrum then proceeds from this inversion.
In practice, the finite sampling of δI (n) induces Poisson fluctuations that lead to a
predictable bias for the recovered C¯` coefficients. Adopting here a different convention
for the pseudo-multipoles such that they provide a direct measurement of the relative
intensity in the reciprocal space,
¯˜a`m =
∫
4pi
dn Y`m(n)
dN /dn− (N /4pi f1)µ(n)
N /4pi f1
, (113)
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the statistical properties for the C¯` coefficients are found by propagating the one- and
two-point functions of δI (n) [94]. On average, the power spectrum is recovered modulo
a bias term such that
〈〈C¯`〉〉P =C`+
4pi
N
f 21
f2
, (114)
with f2 =
∫
dn µ2(n)/4pi. For isotropic samples, the resolution obtained on each recov-
ered power for each mode ` behaves as
σ(C`)=
(
4pi f1
N
)(
2
2`+1 M
−1
``
)1/2
. (115)
It is worth noting that this formalism holds in the case of the reconstruction of the
power spectrum of δI (n), that is, when the directional exposure function is known as a
function of both the right ascension and the declination. When reconstructing δI1(n)
only, the subtraction of the |a`0|2 term must be imposed in the definition of the C` coef-
ficients. This translates into a modified definition of the M matrix as [22]:
M˜``′ =M``′ −
1
2`+1
∑`
m=−`
|K`0`′m |2. (116)
6. Some implications of high-order multipoles
6.1. TeV–PeV power spectrum
8 M. G. Aartsen et al.
Figure 5. Angular power spectra for the relative intensity map for six years of IceCube data. Blue and red points show the power spectrum
before and after the subtraction of the best-fit dipole and quadrupole terms from the relative intensity map. Error bars are statistical (see
the text for a discussion of systematic errors). The gray bands indicate the 68% (dark) and 95% (light) spread in the C` for a large sample
of isotropic data sets. The power spectrum is calculated using the unsmoothed map.
4.2. Energy Dependence of Anisotropy
To study the energy dependence of the cosmic-ray
anisotropy, we split the data into the nine energy bins de-
scribed in Section 3.2. This results in a sequence of maps
with increasing median energy, starting from 13TeV for
the lowest-energy bin to 5.3PeV for the highest-energy
bin. The sky maps in relative intensity for all nine en-
ergy bins in equatorial coordinates are shown in Fig. 6.
In addition to the nine maps based on IceCube data,
we also show the IceTop map with its median energy of
1.6 PeV. Because of the reduced statistics in these maps,
we have applied a top-hat smoothing procedure with a
smoothing radius of 20  to all, improving the sensitivity
to larger structure. Note that the relative intensity scale
for these plots is identical for energies up to 580TeV,
where it then switches to a di↵erent scale to account for
the strong increase in relative intensity. For the IceTop
bins with 580TeV, 1.4PeV, and 5.4PeV median energy
and for the IceTop data, Fig. 7 shows the sky maps in
statistical significance.
The maps clearly indicate a strong energy dependence
of the global anisotropy. The large excess from 30  to
120  and deficit from 150  to 250  that dominate the sky
map at lower energies gradually disappear above 50TeV.
Above 100 TeV a change in the morphology is observed.
At higher energies, the anisotropy is characterized by a
wide relative deficit from 30  to 120 , with an amplitude
increasing with energy up to at least 5PeV, the highest
energies currently accessible to IceCube. To illustrate
the phase change, the relative intensity sky maps are
shown in polar coordinates in Fig. 8. It is important to
note that the time-scrambling method used to calculate
the reference map decreases in sensitivity as we approach
the polar regions. This e↵ect is clearly visible in Fig. 8,
where the relative intensity approaches zero at the pole
for each map, but is not indicative of the morphology of
the true anisotropy.
Because of the poor energy resolution, it is di cult to
accurately determine the energy where the transition in
anisotropy occurs and how rapid the transition is. To il-
lustrate the energy dependence of the phase and strength
of the anisotropy, we show in Fig. 9 amplitude (left) and
phase (right) of the dipole moment as a function of en-
ergy. Both values are calculated by fitting the set of
harmonic functions with n  3 to the projection of the
two-dimensional relative intensity map (Fig. 6) in right
ascension,
3X
n=0
An cos[n(↵   n)] , (1)
where An is the amplitude and  n is the phase of the n
th
harmonic term, respectively. The fit is performed on a
projection with a 5  bin width in right ascension. We fit
the one-dimensional projection in right ascension rather
than the full sky map because the two-dimensional fit
of spherical harmonics to the map is di cult to perform
with a limited field of view. As a result of the method
we apply to generate the reference map, the sky map will
in any case only show the projection of any dipole com-
ponent, so the one-dimensional fit is su cient to study
the energy dependence of the dominant dipole. The val-
ues for the projections in each energy bin are provided
in Tab. 3.
The red data points in Fig. 9 are based on the Ice-
Top data. While the phase agrees well with that of
the IceCube data at similar energies, the amplitude of
the anisotropy is larger for the IceTop data than for
any IceCube energy bin. A possible explanation for the
di↵erence could be the di↵erent chemical composition
of the IceCube and IceTop data sets. Table 4 shows
the relative composition of cosmic rays detected in Ice-
Cube and IceTop according to simulation, based on a
primary cosmic-ray composition according to the model
by Ho¨randel (2003). For IceCube, we list the composi-
tion for all nine energy bins. Elements are grouped in
Figure 17: Angular power spectrum as derived from IceCube data for a median energy of 20 TeV [86] (blue
points). The 68% and 95% confidence regions for isotropy (cf. equatio s (114) and (115)) are indicated
as the gray bands. The red points are the resulting spectrum after the subtraction of some large-scale
contribution.
The power spectrum as deriv d from the IceCube data for a median energy of 20 TeV
is shown in figure 17 [86]. Significa t power is observed up to multipoles of the order
of 20, multipole above which the Poisson noise from equation (114) does not allow any-
more to resolve a genuine signal given the available statistics. From the various caveats
stressed in § 5.3 related to the estimation f an underlying power spectrum with a limited
coverage of the sky, the results n each ode should not be taken at face value. However,
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it is clear that there is a non-zero power from large scales down to small ones, and that
the power spectrum roughly follows a decreasing power law. These results have chal-
lenged the long-standing picture that the CR propagation in the Galactic magnetic field
should lead predominantly to a dipole moment only. Several interpretations have been
put forward. Some attention is here given to the most conservative one first put forward
in [95], being based on the fact that the observed complex patterns, whose positions
appear randomly distributed, are mainly the consequence of the particular structure of
the turbulent magnetic field within the last sphere of diffusion encountered by CRs.
From equation (104), it is straightforward to see that, within a convenient unit sys-
tem, the power spectrum is related to the second order moments of f :
〈C`〉 =
1
4pi
Ï
dpˆ1dpˆ2 P`(pˆ1 · pˆ2)〈 f (p1) f (p2)〉. (117)
The estimation of this second order moment was first performed through Monte-Carlo
simulations for PeV energies through numerical integration of test particle trajectories
in [95], where CRs experience and probe a single realisation of the magnetic field up
to a few tens of parsecs. With a density gradient of CRs at the entrance of this local
turbulence considered as the last “sphere of diffusion”, the turbulent magnetic field is
frozen on the time scale of CR propagation and thus plays the same role as a structured
one. The field is then expected to connect regions of higher density outside from the
last sphere of diffusion to regions of lower density as seen from Earth, and vice versa.
This mechanism does produce intermediate- and small-scale anisotropies only from a
gradient density of CRs encoded in f at a time −T large enough to describe the phase-
space density outside from the local turbulence. The same argument holds at TeV ener-
gies, where CRs may start to experience magnetic fields in the heliosphere [96, 97]. CR
anisotropies at TeV–PeV energies may thus be a powerful tool to probe local magnetic
fields, as also recently studied in [98] where the turbulence was modeled as a low com-
pressible magnetohydrodynamic system with the external mean magnetic field as the
only free parameter: the power spectrum can then be reproduced reasonably well for a
sensible range of mean fields.
From a gradient density outside the last sphere of diffusion (thus a dipolar state for
f ), a universal expression of the power spectrum observed within the sphere has also
been derived in the context of diffusion [99]. An analytical expression can be obtained,
providing insights on the mechanisms at work to produce the non-zero power in each
mode ` despite some simplifying assumptions. The main steps go as follows. The aim
is to derive an equation governing the evolution of 〈 f (x1(t ),p1(t ), t ) f (x2(t ),p2(t ), t )〉 and
to solve it in the stationary case. Note that for convenience, the time and space depen-
dences are dropped in the following unless necessary for the sake of clarity. Starting
from the Boltzmann equation (63), it is straightforward to get
− ∂
∂t
〈 f (p1) f (p2)〉 =
〈
f (p1)
(
cpˆ2i
∂
∂x2i
+²i j k p2 j 〈ωk〉
∂
∂p2i
+²i j k p2 jδωk
∂
∂p2i
)
f (p2)
〉
+ (1↔ 2), (118)
where (1↔ 2) stands for substituting in the first term of the r.h.s. p1 for p2 and vice versa.
Considering the expansion of f in terms ofφ0 andφ1 and the Fick equation (70), the first
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term of the r.h.s. can be approximated to leading order as〈
f (p1)cpˆ2i
∂ f (p2)
∂x2i
〉
'− 3Di j
(4pi)2
∂〈φ0〉
∂x1 j
∂〈φ0〉
∂x2k
pˆ1i pˆ2k . (119)
The second term describes a global rotation which does not contribute to the power
spectrum. The last term needs to be simplified to be workable. Inspired by the Brownian
diffusion of momenta on the sphere where an initial configuration of momenta in the
same direction p0 relaxes at later times to
∑
`m Y`m(p)Y`m(p0)exp(−`(`+1)νt/2) [100],
the decay-time approximation can be thought as applying to f an angular momentum
operator L2. Analogously, the last term can be thought as resulting from the composition
of two angular momenta J= L1+L2:〈
f (p1)²i j k p2 jδωk
∂ f (p2)
∂p2i
〉
+
〈
f (p2)²i j k p1 jδωk
∂ f (p1)
∂p1i
〉
'
−
(
`1(`1+1)+`2(`2+1)
2
νr(x)+ J (J +1)νc(x)
)〈
f (p1) f (p2)
〉
, (120)
with x = pˆ1 · pˆ2. The parameters νr and νc can be seen as the relative and correlated
scattering rates, which depend on the relative distance of trajectories at early times.
This is enough to establish the stationary equation for the power spectrum coeffi-
cients. The definition of the 〈C`〉 coefficients in equation (117) can be seen as following
from the projection onto states with J = 0, M = 0, and `1 = `2 = ` of the operators J2 and
Jz . Since the rate coefficients depend only on pˆ1 · pˆ2, they can be expanded onto J = 0
and M = 0 states. In this case, only relative rotations contribute to the stationary power
spectrum, so that the contribution of νc is null. The action on 〈 f (p1) f (p2)〉 of the oper-
ation in the r.h.s. of equation (120) thus receives contributions from the projection onto
J = 0 and M = 0 only [99], so that the searched set of equations for the power spectrum
reads as
3Di j
(4pi)2c
∂〈φ0〉
∂x1 j
∂〈φ0〉
∂x2k
Ï
dpˆ1dpˆ2 P`(pˆ1 · pˆ2)pˆ1i pˆ2k 'Ï
dpˆ1dpˆ2 P`(pˆ1 · pˆ2)νr(pˆ1 · pˆ2)
∑
k≥0
k(k+1)2k+1
4pi
〈Ck〉Pk (pˆ1 · pˆ2). (121)
The integration in the l.h.s. is non-zero for ` = 1 and then proportional to δi k , so that
the l.h.s. is then equivalent to a term behaving as Sδ`1/4pi, with S a source term corre-
sponding in fact to the dipolar state of f at early times, outside the sphere of last dif-
fusion scattering. The selection ` = 1 ensures that only this dipolar state matters. The
integration in the r.h.s. can be substituted for an integration over x = pˆ1 · pˆ2 by inserting
a Dirac function δ(x, pˆ1 · pˆ2), the integration over pˆ1 and pˆ2 giving then a factor 8pi2. In
this way, the set of equations for the power spectrum simplifies to
Sδ`1 '
∑
k≥0
k(k+1)2k+1
2
〈Ck〉
∫ 1
−1
dx νr(x)P`(x)Pk (x), (122)
which can be inverted in the same way as the inverse of the matrix M was obtained
in § 5.3:
〈C`〉 '
3
2
S
`(`+1)
∫ 1
−1
dx
xP`(x)
νr(x)
. (123)
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This is the searched expression, obtained in [99].
Assuming νr(x) ∝ (1− x)1/2 as expected from the relative velocities of two particles
emitted with close momenta, and for large modes `, the 〈C`〉 coefficients are found to
behave as `−3, which is remarkably close to the observations. Applying the diffusion ap-
proximations to the second order moments of the phase-space density is thus found to
provide a workable framework to describe data.
Many other suggestions have been put forward to explain the structures observed on
intermediate and small scales. Among these mechanisms, an interesting possibility for
producing small-scale anisotropies in a narrow energy interval around TeV energies re-
lies on the electric field induced by the motion of the heliosphere relative to the plasma
rest frame where the electromagnetic field can be considered as purely magnetic (due to
the high conductivity of the medium) [101]. The anisotropies would then be due to the
slight changes of energies due to the retarding or accelerating electric fields acting on
a distance scale such that the magnetic deflections remain negligible in a particular di-
rection. Specifically, in the case of the heliosphere whose length scale is of the order of a
hundred astronomical units, the effective potential shift due to the induction fields is of
order −∫ dsV B , with B of the order of a few nT and a typical velocity V of order of 10−4–
10−5 m s−1, that is, of the order a few hundreds of MV. Hence, for TeV protons almost
undeflected by the magnetic field in the heliosphere, a complex pattern should result
from this effect with small-scale anisotropy contrasts at the level of 10−4. The power
spectrum at large modes `measured at TeV energies is thus inline with this expectation,
and CRs may thus provide relevant signatures to probe and study the electric field in-
duced by the motion of the heliosphere relative to the plasma rest frame. However, this
effect may be hard to disentangle from the previous one, unless some bump at larger
modes than currently accessible can be captured on top of a general concave spectrum.
6.2. Searches at high energies
Figure 18: Angular power spectrum measured between
4 and 8 EeV at the Pierre Auger Observatory [90].
At higher energies, searches have
also been conducted to capture sig-
nals at intermediate and small scales
through the measurements of angular
power spectra at the Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory. One example is shown in fig-
ure 18, in the energy range between 4
and 8 EeV [90]. No significant signal
is currently observed. There are obvi-
ously much less events cumulated so
far in this range compared to the TeV–
PeV one, which explains the different
range of probed power on the y−axis in
this figure compared the figure 17. Note
that, in contrast to the results discussed previously, the directional exposure used in
these studies is truly a function of both right ascension and declination (following equa-
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tion (7)), so that the reconstructed anisotropy patterns are not absorbed along the dec-
lination.
To improve the sensitivity of these measurements at high energy, full-sky coverage
has been achieved above 10 EeV by combining data from the Auger Observatory located
in the southern hemisphere and the Telescope Array located in the northern one [89].
Thanks to the full-sky coverage, the measurement of the power spectrum does not rely
on any assumption on the underlying intensity of CRs. The combination of data from
both experiments is however not as straightforward as a simple sum of events and ex-
posures. For instance, because of the steepness of the UHECR spectrum, even a minor
systematic difference in the energy scales of the two detectors can result in a signifi-
cant spurious North-South anisotropy. This implies an unavoidable uncertainty in the
relative exposures of the experiments. For that reason, individual exposures have to be
re-weighted by some empirical factor b to obtain the full-sky directional exposure:
µ¯(n)=µ1(n)+ b¯µ2(n). (124)
Written in this way, b is a dimensionless parameter of order unity arbitrarily chosen to
re-weight the directional exposure of one experiment relative to the other one. The
parameter b can thus be viewed as an effective correction which absorbs any kind of
systematic uncertainties in the relative exposures, whatever the sources of these uncer-
tainties. In practice, only an estimation b¯ of the factor b can be obtained, so that only
an estimation of the directional exposure µ¯(n)≡ µ(n, b¯) can be achieved. Following the
methodology designed in [102], an estimation of µ¯ with b¯ = 1 is possible. This is a sensi-
ble choice, given that the systematic uncertainties of both experiments on their absolute
energy scale are much larger than the ones on their exposure for full efficiency of trig-
gering. This method can be applied to the meta analysis of any experiments performing
in the same energy range, provided that these experiments have an overlap in their field
of view.
The guiding principle relies on exploiting the wide declination band (−16◦ ≤ δ ≤
+45◦) where the two datasets overlap [102]. Regardless of the true arrival direction dis-
tribution, within a region of the sky∆Ω fully contained in the field of view of both obser-
vatories, the weighted sum over observed events
∑N∆Ω
i=1 1/µ(ni ) is an unbiased estimator
of the total flux Φ∆Ω integrated above the considered energy threshold and restricted
to ∆Ω, and should be the same for both experiments except for statistical fluctuations
which follow from Poisson statistics:
σΦi '
[
N∆Ω
Ω∆Ωi
∫
∆Ω
dn
µi (n)
]1/2
, (125)
withΩ∆Ωi the total exposure of each experiment i in the sky region∆Ω. The uncertainty
on b = 1, σb , is then obtained from the p.d.f. of the ratio of the measured fluxes:
pB (b)= 1
2piσ∆Ω1σ∆Ω2
∫
dx |x|exp
(
− (x− Φ¯∆Ω1)
2σ2∆Ω2+ (xb− Φ¯∆Ω1)2σ2∆Ω1
2σ2∆Ω1σ
2
∆Ω2
)
. (126)
The uncertaintyσb propagates into uncertainty in the directional exposure function and
thus in the inferred anisotropy parameters using the same recipe as in § 5.1. The first two
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moments of the observed angular distribution are here getting more complex due to the
uncertainty on µ: 〈
1
µ¯r(n)
dN
dn
〉
P
'
〈
1
µ¯r(n)
〉
P
µ(n)I (n), (127)〈
1
µ¯r(n)
1
µ¯r(n′)
dN
dn
dN
dn′
〉
P
=
〈
1
µ¯r(n)
1
µ¯r(n′)
〉
P
[
µ(n)µ(n′)I (n)I (n′)+µ(n)I (n)δ(n,n′)] .
(128)
For an unbiased estimator of b with a resolution not larger than ' 10% (which is indeed
the case in practice), the relative differences between 〈1/µ¯r〉P and 1/µr are actually not
larger than 10−3. By propagation, the variance σ2
`m on each a`m multipole is then, to
first order, the sum of a first term reflecting the usual Poisson fluctuations induced by
the finite number of events and of a second term reflecting the uncertainty in the relative
exposures of the two experiments [89]:
σ2`m '
4pi f1N
Ω20
∫
dn
〈
µr(n)
µ¯2r (n)
〉
P
Y 2`m(n)+
N 2
Ω20
∫
dndn′
[〈
µr(n)µr(n′)
µ¯r(n)µ¯r(n′)
〉
P
−1
]
Y`m(n)Y`m(n
′).
(129)
The second term mainly impacts the resolution in the dipole coefficient a10, while it
has a small influence on the quadrupole coefficient a20 and a marginal one on higher
order moments {a`0}`≥3. The “price” of the methodology to perform the meta-analysis
of different experiments is thus essentially a degraded resolution of the dipole moments
compared to the resolution that would be obtained with a single experiment with full-
sky coverage.
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Figure 19: Left: angular power spectrum as derived from Auger and Telescope Array data above '
10 EeV [103]. The gray band stands for the RMS of power around the mean values expected from an
isotropic distribution, while the solid line stands for the 99% confidence level upper bounds that would
result from fluctuations of an isotropic distribution. Right: Some generic predictions for the sky map
above 10 EeV for silicon nuclei injected as E−1.5 and originating from the XSCz catalog [105]. The Galactic
magnetic field model here follows from [51].
The measured power spectrum is shown in the left panel of figure 19 [103]. The gray
band stands for the RMS of power around the mean values expected from an isotropic
distribution, while the solid line stands for the 99% confidence level upper bounds that
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would result from fluctuations of an isotropic distribution. The dipole moment is ob-
served to stand out from the background noise. Beyond the dipole, no other multipole
deviates from expected fluctuations at 99% CL in an isotropic flux. As already empha-
sised in § 4.4, large-scale anisotropies of UHECRs with energies in excess of 10 EeV are
closely connected to the sources and the propagation mode of extragalactic UHECRs.
The most contributing sources could, depending on the poorly-known size of the angu-
lar deflections in extragalactic magnetic fields, give rise to multipoles beyond the dipole
that could help to characterise better their distribution in the sky. An example of sky
map above 10 EeV expected for silicon nuclei originating from the 2MASS Galaxy Red-
shift Catalog [104] is shown in the right panel of figure 19 [105]. In addition to a dipolar
pattern similar to the one discussed in § 4.4, the relatively small magnetic deflections
in the extragalactic medium do not wash out the structure of the super-galactic plane
in this particular example. For energies high enough, the corresponding symmetric
quadrupole pattern is even expected to be reachable with the current generation of de-
tectors. Different assumptions on the source density and/or the distance of the closest
source can lead, however, to smaller quadrupole and higher-order amplitudes [106].
Overall, the existing power spectrum measurements already help in constraining the
needed deflections allowing a “hot spot” from a dominant nearby source to be smeared
out to give rise to a dipolar moment only [107, 108]. The detection of significant mul-
tipole moments beyond the dipole could provide further valuable constraints on the
extragalactic source and propagation of UHECRs.
7. Extragalactic patterns and searches for sources at ultra-high energies
In this last section, special attention is given to UHECRs. The energy spectrum and
chemical composition measurements at the highest energies are valuable information
in inferring properties of the acceleration processes at work in the Universe. However,
the identification of the sources can only be achieved by capturing in the arrival direc-
tions a pattern suggestive in an evident way of a class of astrophysical objects. The re-
sults obtained above 8–10 EeV and presented in § 4.4 and § 6.2 already provide impor-
tant constraints, but arrival directions at still higher energies potentially contain more
information due to the reduction of the horizon for UHECRs combined to the smaller
magnetic deflections with increasing rigidities. This remains nonetheless a difficult task
because of the small UHECR intensity.
Lots of dedicated methodologies have been designed to challenge the null hypothe-
sis of isotropy by picking up signals at intermediate- and/or small-scales in the regime
of small statistics. Only a limited selection of results are reviewed below, exclusively
based on searches conducted at the Pierre Auger Observatory and at the Telescope Array,
whose cumulated exposure in each hemisphere and improved instrumentation com-
pared to past experiments have allowed a jump in sensitivity in searching for anisotropies
at the highest energies.
7.1. Searches for hot spots
The reduction of the horizon of the highest energy particles, whatever their nature,
implies an erasure of the contribution of remote sources. This provides a natural mech-
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anism to suppress an unresolved isotropic “background”, so that UHECRs should origi-
nate from the nearby Universe. With only foreground sources present, clusters of events
could stand out from the isotropic background, depending on the source density. Up-
to-date searches for clusterings at small and intermediate angular scales are presented
here.
To search for over-densities of events over the exposed sky, the widely-used tech-
nique consists in building a smoothed sky map by attributing the observed number of
events ni within a circular window with some specific radius to each sampled point on
the exposed sky. For a total of N events, the probability pi (ni ,µi ) of the observed num-
ber of events in each sample point (αi ,δi ) in equatorial coordinates is then computed
from the cumulative binomial distribution by estimating the expected number of events
µi for an isotropic distribution within each circular window:
µi = N∫
4pidn µ(n)
∫
∆Ωi
dn µ(n), (130)
with ∆Ωi the subtended solid angle in (αi ,δi ). A significance sky map is then derived
using generally the Li-Ma estimator [109], which allows a mimic of a Gaussian process in
an approximated way and thus allows for estimating the significance from the observed
and expected number of events only13. Conventionally, positive (negative) significances
correspond to over-densities (under-densities).
However, by not specifying a priori the targeted regions of the sky where the excesses
are searched for as well as the angular window radius and the energy threshold, the
probability/significance sky map obtained in this way suffers from the numerous per-
formed trials. In a simple situation in which each trial would be independent from every
other, obtaining a probability as low as any specified threshold could always be reached
by increasing the number of trials. Hence, the number of trials needs to be accounted
to establish the p-value of an excess and its corresponding significance. In some sense,
the p-value is the original probability “penalized” for the various scans performed on
the parameters intervening in the analysis.
In most cases of interest however, each trial is however not independent of every
other, so that the application of the Fisher’s combined probability test would overesti-
mate the penalty factor to a large extent. Thus, to calculate the p-value of an apparent
excess of events, the brute force is used. Monte-Carlo samples are generated to mimic
the procedure applied to the analyzed data set, hence reproducing the various correla-
tions between each trial. The mock samples are generated following an isotropic dis-
tribution folded into the directional exposure of the considered experiment. The same
number of events as in the actual data is generated. The same energy distribution as in
the actual data is used as well. On each of these mock samples, the set of scanned pa-
rameters of the actual data is optimized to capture the most significant excess anywhere
on the sampled grid of the exposed sky. The searched p-value characterising the ex-
cess is then the number of samples yielding to more significant excess anywhere in the
scanned parameter space normalized to the total number of generated samples [110].
13Note, however, that such a conversion can also be done in a direct way from Gaussian correspondence
tables.
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Figure 20: Map in Galactic coordinates of the (pre-trial)
Li-Ma significances of over-densities in 12◦-radius win-
dows for the events with energy in excess of 54 EeV as
observed at the Pierre Auger Observatory [111].
The most up-to-date search for
over-densities performed at the Pierre
Auger Observatory has been reported
in [111], based on data recorded with
a total exposure of ' 66,400 km2 sr yr.
The exposed sky is sampled using cir-
cular windows with radii varying from
1◦ up to 30◦ in 1◦ steps, while the en-
ergy thresholds is varied from 40 EeV
up to 80 EeV in steps of 1 EeV. The re-
sulting (pre-trial) significance sky map
is shown in Fig. 20 for energies in excess
of 54 EeV in 12◦-radius windows, parameters leading to the maximal significance. The
largest departure from isotropy, indicated with a black circle, leads to a pre-trial 4.3σ
effect and is centered at (α,δ)= (198◦,−25◦), where 14 events are observed against 3.23
expected from isotropy. It is close to the Supergalactic plane (shown as the dashed line)
and centered at about 18◦ from the direction of Centaurus A (shown as the white star),
one of the closest radio-galaxies from the Milky Way with an active nucleus. Once penal-
ized for the trials, the probability of this excess is found, however, to be as large as 69%
so that the observed over-density does not provide any statistically significant evidence
of anisotropy.
Figure 21: Map in equatorial coordinates of the (pre-
trial) Li-Ma significances of over-densities in 25◦-radius
windows for the events with energy in excess of 57 EeV
as observed at the Telescope Array [113].
Similar searches have been per-
formed on data collected at the Tele-
scope Array. One notable difference
relies on the unique energy threshold
used for this analysis, namely 57 EeV,
selected from a previous analysis of ar-
rival directions detected at the Pierre
Auger Observatory which had initially
led to establish an anisotropy at the
99% confidence level [112] but which
was not confirmed with subsequent
data [111]. In addition, only oversam-
pling radii of 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 de-
grees were used. The most up-to-date
report makes use of data recorded from
May 2008 to May 2017 [113]. Out of the 143 selected events with zenith angles less than
55◦, an over-density of 34 events clustered within a circular window of 25◦ radius is ob-
served around the equatorial coordinates (α,δ) = (144.3◦,40.3◦), whereas 13.5 are ex-
pected in an isotropic distribution. The corresponding pre-trial significance for this
“hotspot” is 5 σ, while the post-trial significance is 3 σ. A confirmation of this excess
requires more statistics. In Fig. 21 is shown the corresponding (pre-trial) significance
map of the excess.
A clustering of UHECRs at a certain angular scale might first reveal itself in the auto-
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correlation function of the events, which is a measure of the cumulative excess of event
pairs separated by the given angular scale over the whole field of view, and not neces-
sarily localized around a single reference point as in the approach described above. This
test is potentially more sensitive than the blind search just presented in a situation when
several small excesses of a similar angular size are present, because these excesses con-
tribute then coherently in the autocorrelation function. Similarly to the blind searches,
however, none of the searches could capture any significant excess [111, 113].
7.2. Correlations with nearby extragalactic matter
Even without compelling indications for discrete sources, a correlation between the
arrival directions of UHECRs and the positions of a class of astrophysical objects could
more quickly reveal an anisotropy that would trace the sources. This is because even in
the case of a quasi-isotropic distribution, the arrival directions could get stacked around
some pre-defined directions. Numerous searches for such correlations with various cat-
alogs of extragalactic objects have been conducted in the past. Here, following the recent
report of the Pierre Auger Collaboration [114], the focus is given to a particular selection
of non-thermal powerful emitters of gamma rays that were shown to be responsible for
the extragalactic gamma-ray background measured by the Fermi-LAT satellite from a
hundred MeV up to hundreds of GeV [115]. In addition, these particular objects consti-
tute so far the sole extragalactic populations detected at TeV energies by ground-based
instruments14. The results of this particular study provide, as of today, the strongest
indication for anisotropy in the UHECR arrival directions on an intermediate angular
scale.
Above 50 GeV, 360 galaxies hosting an actively-accreting super-massive black hole
(commonly known as active galactic nuclei, referred to as γAGNs hereafter) have been
listed in the 2FHL catalog [116]. Selecting only the objects within a 250 Mpc radius re-
sults in a list of 17 bright nearby γAGNs candidates. They mainly consist of radio-loud
objects beamed towards the observer, except for the closest ones such as Cen A and
M 87. The question of the beaming of UHECR emission is uncertain. For a jet with a
relativistic bulk motion (and for UHECRs produced in the relativistic jet like the gamma
rays), UHECRs emitted isotropically in the bulk frame would appear to be coming out
in the jet direction in our cosmic reference frame. In this case, the UHECR fluxes would
be strongly enhanced in the jet direction along with the gamma rays, so that the popu-
lation under study can be considered as a complete sample of γAGNs for the potential
brightest sources in the “GZK sphere.”
The high gamma-ray luminosity of starburst galaxies is thought to be due to in-
tense starburst episodes possibly triggered by galaxy mergers. Although not firmly es-
tablished, the detected gamma rays have been argued to be produced by the decay of
neutral pions originating from accelerated cosmic rays in interaction with the ambi-
ent environment [117]. Only a handful of starburst galaxies have been detected in the
gamma-ray band. Among the 63 objects within 250 Mpc that have been searched for
14This is excluding “Galactic-like” sources observed in the closeby Large Magellanic Cloud.
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gamma-ray emission, only the 23 brightest objects with a radio flux larger than 0.3 Jy are
considered. This is to evade as much as possible incompleteness effects.
In addition to testing the arrival directions of UHECRs from the pre-defined posi-
tions of the objects in each catalog, the clustering in UHECRs is also tested by attribut-
ing to each source candidate a weight in proportion to its gamma-ray luminosity or its
surrogate. This is reasonable for UHECRs and gamma rays originating from the same
population of sources producing CRs at a similar rate from low energies to the highest
ones, CRs which then undergo energy losses in calorimetric environments. Starburst
galaxies are particularly good candidates to act as such “cosmic calorimeters” [118], and
to harbor with an increased rate cataclysmic events associated with the deaths of short-
lived, massive stars, such as gamma-ray bursts, hypernovae, and magnetars. From the
perspective of the energetics, and despite the small number of objects detected in the
gamma-ray band, both nearby γAGNs and starburst galaxies have a cumulated gamma-
ray luminosity that safely match the required energy production rate observed in UHE-
CRs [119], namely ' 1045 erg Mpc−3 yr−1 above 1 EeV [120]. Hence, for the γAGNs, the
integral flux measured between 50 GeV and 2 TeV is used as a proxy for the UHECR flux.
On the other hand, due to the too small number of starburst galaxies detected so far in
the gamma-ray band, the continuum emission at 1.4 GHz is used for the proxy UHECR
flux. This is because the gamma-ray luminosity has been observed to scale almost lin-
early with this continuum [121].
Each model is tested against the null hypothesis of isotropy through an unbinned
maximum-likelihood analysis. Following [122], the likelihoodL is defined as the prod-
uct over the UHECR arrival directions of the model density in every UHECR directions.
Smoothed density maps F (n) are constructed through superposition of Ncat Fisher-Von
Mises distributions V (n,ni ;Θ) centered at each object position ni with an angular width
Θ and weighted by the electromagnetic flux Φi discussed above and by the directional
exposure of the Pierre Auger Observatory:
F (n; fsig,Θ)∝µ(n)
(
(1− fsig)+ fsig
Ncat∑
i=1
Φi w(zi )V (n,ni ;Θ)
)
. (131)
There are two parameters left free: Θ, which is a search radius common to all sources
that accounts in an effective way for the magnetic deflections, and fsig, which is the
searched signal fraction pinpointing, if significantly non-zero, that a contribution from
the considered astrophysical sources is preferred to a purely diffuse distribution. The
fraction 1− fsig which is left stands for either faint unresolved objects absent from the
considered catalog or from highly deflected nuclei; fsig = 0 corresponds to the null hy-
pothesis, that is, to the density map of isotropy. The weights w(zi ) attributed to the i th
source located at redshift zi stand for an attenuation factor due to the GZK suppres-
sion, evaluated as the fraction of the events produced above a given energy threshold
which are able to reach the Earth from a source at a redshift z with an energy still above
that same threshold. These weights depend on the assumed composition and injec-
tion spectrum at the sources; models that have been found to reproduce the composi-
tion and spectral constraints are used [123]. Finally, an overall constant guarantees that∫
dn F = 1. The test statistic (TS) for deviation from isotropy is then the likelihood ratio
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test between any UHECR sky model and the null hypothesis, 2ln(L /L0). The TS is max-
imized as a function of the two free parameters and of the energy threshold ranging from
20 to 80 EeV. For a given energy threshold, the TS for isotropy follows a χ2 distribution
with two degrees of freedom (Wilks theorem). The scan in energy thresholds induces a
penalty factor which is estimated by means of Monte-Carlo simulations.
Figure 22: Model excess map (left) and observed excess map (right) in Galactic coordinates for the best-
fit parameters obtained with starburst galaxies above 39 EeV. The maps are background subtracted and
smeared at the best-fit angular scale.
For γAGNs, a 2.7σ excess is found above 60 EeV at an angular scale of 6.8+4.0◦−2.2 and
for a 6.7+4.5−3.5% fraction of anisotropic events. A stronger deviation from isotropy, signif-
icant with 4.0 σ confidence, is captured in the case of starburst galaxies above 39 EeV
at an intermediate angular scale of 12.9+4.1◦−3.0 , corresponding to a fraction of 9.7
+3.9
−3.8% of
UHECR events. The different attenuation factors corresponding to the different com-
position/injection spectrum scenarios have a pronounced effect for γAGNs, moving the
2.7σ excess down. In contrast, since the brightest starburst galaxies contributing to the
signal are located 3 to 20 Mpc away, the different attenuation factors have a mild im-
pact on the maximum deviation from isotropy. This model matches particularly well
the UHECR clusters, as shown in figure 22: the excess of events hinted in figure 20 usu-
ally attributed to Cen A receives here joint contributions from M 83 and NGC 494515;
and the excesses close to the Galactic south pole receive contributions from NGC 1068
and NGC 253.
The starburst galaxy model thus provides the most significant indication that UHE-
CRs are not isotropically distributed on an intermediate angular scale. Additional con-
tests between different scenarios favor the starburst model over the γAGN model, a
model including all AGNs detected by Swift, or a model including all galaxies listed in
the 2MASS redshift survey catalog [114]. A few caveats are however important to be kept
in mind at this stage. First, the reported significance pertains only to the specific test
with starburst galaxies. This significance should be, in principle, penalised for the other
tested scenarios with data from the Pierre Auger Observatory. Unavoidably, this would
lead to some dilution of the 4σ effect. A comprehensive reproduction of all the tests that
15And from the Circinus galaxy, absent from the catalog used here but classified as a starburst galaxy,
when added to the list.
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were applied to the data in recognizing an intriguing pattern is impossible. There is con-
sequently no rigorous way to correct the a posteriori 4σ effect by evaluating such a statis-
tical penalty factor [124, 125]. Secondly, the strategy to account for magnetic deflections
through a unique search radius centered on the source positions is advantageous for
minimising the number of free parameter to one, but is not fully satisfactory given that
the large-scale component of the Galactic magnetic field is expected to induce some
offset between the brighter source positions and the UHECR hotspots. The search ra-
dius picked up in this analysis can be bracketed in simulations of light and intermediate
nuclei originating from starburst galaxies and propagated into Galactic magnetic field
models [114], but an unambiguous identification of the sources requires going beyond
the strategy adopted here. Improving the density maps by including deflection mod-
els is however a difficult task [15]. Finally, the signal fraction requires to be explained.
For low-energy CRs (10–100 GeV), the energy release of CRs per logarithmic interval of
energy is of order 1047 erg per solar mass of star formation in both the Milky Way and
starburst galaxies, environments where the star formation rate differs by order of mag-
nitude [126]. Interestingly, for redshifts z < 2, starburst galaxies are responsible for '
15% of the total star formation rate [127, 128]. Proportionality between UHECR produc-
tion rate and star formation rate may thus constitute an interesting framework to test
the consistency of scenarios; further investigations are underway [129].
7.3. Perspectives
From an observational point of view, there are several perspectives to further inves-
tigate the scenarios underlying the production of UHECRs.
Full-sky coverage is obviously advantageous to probe all possible sources. A re-
cent status of the future orbital experiments that will cover the whole sky can be found
in [130]. First attempts to conduct such surveys have however already been undertaken
by combining data from ground-based observatories [102]. In the starburst scenario ex-
plored in [114], the galaxy M 82, located in the northernmost quarter of the (equatorial)
sky well covered by the Telescope Array experiment, is expected to be one of the dom-
inant sources. Interestingly, the excess of events shown in figure 21 has some overlap
with the position of this starburst galaxy.
In addition to the additional exposure that will be cumulated in the near future by
the Auger and extended Telescope Array observatories, an instrumentation upgrade of
the Pierre Auger Observatory, currently deployed, will provide mass-sensitive observ-
ables for each shower enabling charge-discriminated studies with a duty cycle of nearly
100% [131]. This could improve the sensitivity of the correlation searches, by exclud-
ing an eventual large fraction of highly charged nuclei from the analysis – and thus by
eliminating a quasi-isotropic “background.”
Besides, multi-messenger approaches could also provide important insights. Sev-
eral searches for correlations between the directions of UHECRs observed at the Pierre
Auger Observatory and at the Telescope Array and those of very high-energy neutrino
candidates detected by IceCube have been conducted [132, 133]. No significant corre-
lation is found, but the largest excess is at angular scales of ' 20◦, arising mostly from
pairs of events in the region of the sky where the Telescope Array has detected an ex-
cess of events and in regions close to the super-Galactic plane in correspondence with
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the largest excess observed in Auger data. Further insight will potentially arise from
increased statistics and eventually with the inclusion of CR composition information
that may become available so as to better model possible effects of magnetic field de-
flections. This may help to understand if there is a contribution in the astrophysical
neutrino signal observed by IceCube correlated to the sources of the observed UHECRs.
For transient events responsible for the production of UHECRs embedded in calorimet-
ric environments such as starburst galaxies, however, an unambiguous identification of
the sources through the association of a high-energy neutrino with an electromagnetic
counterpart requires a tenfold increase in neutrino detector mass together with a wide
monitoring program of transient events [118].
8. Conclusion
During the past decade, important observational results have been reported on the
angular distributions of TeV–PeV CRs. While only dipolar excesses were expected, the
myriad of reported anisotropies has led to important progresses on the understanding
of the propagation regime of low-energy Galactic CRs. Overall, the information encom-
passed in the angular distributions appear today as a tool allowing a possible probe of
the local magnetic field environments.
In contrast, the quest for finding UHECR sources is more difficult than expected a
decade ago. Recent correlations with nearby extragalactic objets look promising. Future
work will profit from the increased statistics and ability to perform anisotropy searches
with distinction based on the mass of the primaries as anticipated with the upgraded
instrumentation at the Pierre Auger Observatory. However, another jump in statistics
appears necessary, keeping similar observable resolutions.
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